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ABSTRACT.

The research for this degree compriges a ';eoretical dissertation and a praC'"Jeal

component of photographs. The theoretical research investigates the practice of

documentary photography in America and Sooth Africa. The photQ~{)f

Walker Bvans, Robert Frank, David Goldblatt and Bob Gosanl are examined
agaiMt the back:grountl of two organisationo, tha Farm Security A~
and 12mm.. 'I'hese organisations influenced the documentary genre in their

respective countries because of their aocio-polltical conoems: their choice and

presentation of subject tmlitter ror publication b:dluenced both the photographar and

the vWk'er.

)1

Docum~ photographs ~ppear, because of their seemingly candid and
unmediated nature, to preSent bi&torically factual images. Examples from the

work O'f the four photographers reveal tIle;}rdi3tinction from, _ CO.I1i1:y with

the confines of the documentary g$l.lJ:'e.Their f08pective approoobiS reveal the
role of perception as i~manifests itself in their work. Subjugation, attltudes

towards subject matter, and the pictorial cosstructton of i1l1fl(6esare analysed in

relation to each photographer's work.

The relationship of image and text in documentary photography is seen as an

element of intervention by the photographer.

The selection of these photoi1'8.phers 'Wasmotivated for their penlneece to the

subject matter and to the pictorial considerations of the candidate. These issues

are therefore examined in relation to the candidate's approach to photography.

i''/
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INTkODUcnON.

This research attempts to reveal the role of perception afi it truln(fMta itS:6tf in the

work of selected photographers. The work of four photographel. I; cor' ..dered in

the study. The rl-totographers are: Walker Evans, Robert Frank, DllVi,:' floldbIatl:

and Bob Gosani.

ii\

The work of these photograpbers is considered to be part of th.~ do~kry
genre because of the subject matter 'selected, their coneentratlJ1 on the socio ...

economic concerns of certain groups and their existence as an historical record.

However, all four photographers insist on their independence from the genre.

Absolute objectivity cannot exist; as the P6l'S()naI.perception, attitude and style of

each photographer plays an import&nt part in the mediation of'the photogrtq)h.
'Jl

The historlcal circumstances of 193CJ,Amedee and the gOV61'llmem organisation
the Farm Security Ad:Jll1nist1'8tion, henceforth referred to as die FSA, was a most
important factor giving major hJr1Pf.Jtu ..~ 00 the dOc\1lIl0DtI1'ryganre. The

"

photography of Walker r~lyans trod Robert: Frank has to be L'OMidered ag,aimt this. \'
'\ ,,;!\-~,'.background.

PhotoMfaphers were employed by the FSA to create a ooJXipJ."ehClW&ivean4 objective

record of the Depression years. Its aims and o~iectlves were to document the

r{'1fol1llprocesses, instituted by government legislation, to alleviate the Gffects of

the Depression. The influence exerted by the FSi\. must be examined in order to

6.,'\tablishthe precedent it created in determining the approaches adopted by these

photographers. A paratlel is then drawn between the FSA and .Dnwl magazine,

indicating certain contextual ising featureS of the doc.meatary genre in America

and South Africa.

It is acknowledged that the social documentary movement of the 19308 held to a

national purpose, whereas.Dnml magazine's images were limited by editorial

(i)



policy. Despite differing Motivations, each significantly altered the perception of

Americanness and Africanness illeach country. InAmerica the FSA served to

identify American themes and values. In South Africa, D.r.Ym created a forum for

black writing and aspirations serving to undermine the sense of inferiority

experienced by generations of black people.

The independence of Robert Frank and David Goldblatt to such organisations is

considered a determining factor in th~i:i.'work, and displaces common perceptions

of what constitutes documentary .photography. Their autoaomy is demonstrated by"~ ...
a more critical attitude in the cons~tion of images and the selection of subject

matter.

The photographers were selected because their approach to dOCUIIiol1tary

photography is linked to the:.FSA. and became the comment they in:flect in their

images reveals differing attitudes towards their subject matter, serving to indicate

the diversity of what constir-tes documentary photography. In addition, their

prominence as exponents of tho documentary genre, and subsequently their

pertinence to the considerations dominating the photographs by the candidate,

which forms the practical component of this submission, also determined the

rationale for their selection in this dissertation.

The argument ls based on the way in which each photographer utilizes a specific

approach in the construction of their images, in order to make explicit comment in

the construction of their photographs. To substantiate this, equal currency is give

to that which the photograph represents, and to the pictorial conditions essential to

the organisation or formation of the image, through which the photographer's

perceptions and intentions are communicated.

Chapter 1 comprises some observations about subjugation and the perception of

the viewer, indicating how this may be mediated in the approach adopted by the

photographer. The role of culture as a constituent determining tlu~perception and

reception of images is discussed. The influence of the FSA; its aims and

(li)



objectives ace discuss~(in ord~ to establiah a bm.eworIc fur anal~ in the 4,-ode
of t~ photograpuers selected.

In order to enlaqon the discussion initiated in chapter 1, ~~fie exampl. of

, the work of Walke~)Evans and Robert Frank are examined in chapter 2. In this '

examination the approaches adoptt\d by them are related to the objectives
established by the PSA, indicating its pptinenre as a model ~ich they reacted

against.

Chapter 3 comprises an analysis of the work f)f David Goidhlatt and Bob GoMtli.
/ / 'I ~"",.~

The context of America during the 1930s lmu'contempora:ry~uth Africa are
compared iri the aims and objectivett'f the FSA and ~ ~.

In chapter 4 an analysis of the candidate's approach to photography is 6XIl1lined.

Dis~USSio.nof the role of £pac1r.lightlng':l'Ogi~n of the camera, composition and
the Isolation of only certain aI~6CI:Sof the envu'onmenm selected, forms a part: of

such analyses. As indi~in the third paragraph, the work. of Walbl' BvatlS,
hi' . ->

Robert Frank, David <Y&dblatt and Bob Gosani was selecte(l for tm 1'el~ to
,;/

the candidate's wor}'!.' il

In chapter 5 the visual and verbal relationships between image and text are

examined with particular reference to the publicatlons in which these

photographers' work occur. The effect of titles and the role of text as a means of

disseminating information is examined. The function of text was included in order

to provide a more comprehensive discussion of the reception of documentary

(iii)



CHAPTER J

SUBJUGATION

The term subjugation' as applied in discourse on photography d~cribes the

relationship of the photographer with the viewer. It implies that the photographer

presents an image of the subject in such a waj' as to direct the perception of the

viewer in accordance with their view of the subject. This is a formative factor in

guiding the viewer's perception of the image. In this cbapter the conventions

which determine both the photographer's intentions and the audience's perceptioas,
\\

are discussed. How photographs are attributed with certain meani~~in certain

cultures is examined, the premise being that culture is an insepaft\~~ ~tuent of

communication. Thereafter the historical framework in which Walk0r Evans
'\

worked is examined, and the role of the FSA, as an important catalyst to the\'c,,\
I'documentary genre is discussed. ;/

1;
J

Meaning attributable to photographs lies not only in what they portray. but ~hOW

the construction of the image determines that meaning for the spectator. It is \

familiarity with the norms of a particular society at a particular time which )I
determines the legibility of photographs. Elements such as pose, hairstyles, I
clothing, possessions, jewellery, and also built structures, such as houses, all ~

provide information and meaning, about the image of a person, their social \

standing, aIId their culture. 2 TtI:~s the subject matter of the photograph is \

perceived by the viewer as having specific meaning. In order to communicate \

with the audience, common elements must be found; the photographer, thereforh.

1Defined in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary as the condition of reduction to a state of subserviency or subrnViion.
A:t, this is a linguistic model, it is applied to discourse on photography in this dissertation, as identifying conven~'of
power/knowledge and the cultural beliefs which determine both the photographer's intentil>t1Sand the audience's"
perceptions. The term is used by writers on photography such as Estelle Jussirn and William Stott to this purpose. David
Featherstone. (ed.) Observations. Essays on Documentery Photography, (California: The Friends of Photography, 1984).
p.l04, and William Stott. Qocumenta,ry EXpre!lsion and Thirties AIUcrica, (New York: Oxford Univ-'mity Press, 1976),
pAO.

2Culture in this context is not meant to refer to the degree of refinement of an individual by education and
training, but rather to the ValUCi and habits attributed to certain groups of people within 1\ social context. An example is
the figure of the Virgin Mary in many Catholic homes which testifies to religious beliefs, rather than CU, or wealth.
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U!eS certain cues which ar~ shared with the v~Ner. Culture, WOOiter states,
"I .,

provides that link.3

It must be noted that meaning in photography is contingent ~n the audience's

comprehension the signs and symbols of the inedi~. To communicate

effectlv:~y. the photographer must be aware of the signs and cultural cues which

~e society, at whom the images are directed, take for granted, as modes of

communication. The photographer must, jll order to function effectively, be

aware of these and even how and why a culture has come to adopt these ways pf

seeing, though the. audience may be unconscious of them.

Communication, therefore, is dependent urr a relationship between the

photographer and viewer. 4 By in\tiating the communication, the photographer is

deciding the tepns of the decoding process, (except in the case of radically

separate cultures where there would be no communication since the cues would be

ineffectt..ial), and if tae photographer is aware of his audience's culture, he will be

aware of injecting his images with signs which his audience will find easy to

interpret. Thus the photographer. in attempting to communicate, cannot absolve

himself from that participation by claiming that his audience sees just what they

like. The photographer's shaping of the image is crucial to thm: reading, creating

an image whose rhetoric allows it to communicate.'

The reception of certain photographs precipitates assumptions by the spectator,

Roland Barthesasserts that, 'objects no longer perhaps possess a power, but they

certainly possess meanings'. 6 What must be acknowledgpd is that the
\-1

3prank Webster Us the author of The New Photography: Responsibility in Visual Communication, (New York:
Riverrun Press, 1980).

4webstei\ pp.46-47.

5'Ph~~graphs send messages from an addresser to a viewer. This transmission is made possible by using signs
reoognis,.;d1e to that audience'. 'As symbols, as social constructions of reality, they are not reflected upon. A pin-striped
BUit ant! overalls are signs of relative status'. Webster, pp.46-47.
I ~ .

6/'~QlandBarthee, 'The Photographic Messag~", in Roland Bart!ws: Selecmg Writings, (Great Britain: Fontana Press,
1989), p.202. "'>

il "-"~:--.'".
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photographing of objects does not give meaning to the objects, rather, the context

and discourse of the photographs allow those conditions of existence to animate

meanlog.? Thus, as a prerequisite to effective communication, the communicator

must have knowledge of the complexity of a culture jf the signs are to have

substance. An audience's predispositions need to be gauged prior to

communicating with them. In communicating visually about any culture, one can

question meanings frequently taken for granted, and delve into the complexity of

that society'S ways of seeing. The photographer Andres Serrano has said tba~ he

hopes to 'take a formal tradition and subvert it by inverting ~ie-images, abstracting

that which we take for granted Inan attempt to question not only photography but

my own experience of social reality' .a

Serrano says of his work, that itls informed by, 'unresolved feelings about my

own Catholic upbringing which help me redefine and personalise my relationship

with God". He uses images associated with religion, criticising im eonveatlons,

while simultaneously paying ldl ;-I\yncratic homage to the ideas that Christ

originally stood for, , .. .he challenges the boundaries formed by class and race,

and between abstraction and representation, photography and painting, belief and

disbelief .9

Since photographic images seem to lay testimony to such accurate reflections of

our way of seeing, it is often assumed that they are not in need of interpretation

for their comprehenslon. Susan Sontap.states that the reason for this is because •

... .'a photograph is not only an image, (as a painting is an image), an

interpretation of the real; it is also a trace, something directly stencilled off the

7'The reality of c'..eryday life is taken for granted as reality. It does not require additional verification over and
beyond its simple presence. It is simply there, as self-evident and compelling facticity, Iknow that it is real. While Iam
capable of engaging in doubt about its reality, I am obliged to suspend such doubts as I routinely exiat in everyday life.
This suspension of doubt is so fum that to abandon it, as I might want to do, say, in theoretical or C'lligious contemplation,
I have to make an extreme transition. The world of everyday life proclaims itself and, when I want to challenge the
proclamation, I must engage in a deliberate, by no means easy effort'. The personal pronoun 'I' is regarded by the authors
here, as, standing for ordinary selfconsciousness in every day life. P L Berger and T Luckman. The SOCt!!;! Constru,etion
of Reality, (penguin 1975), p.37, in Webster, p.37.

8Luey R. Lippard. 'Andres Serrano: The Spirit and the Letter', Art in America, Vol 78, April 1990, p.240.

9Lippard• 'Andres Serrano: The Spirit and the Letter', p.239.
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real, like a footprint or a death mask'. 10 The view that pbotographs are the

result of a primarily mechanical process, implies that they prli':SOOt a vision of the
\\

world where reality i.~not interpretive. This suggests that the ~~hotograph is
i./

simply the result of the exposure of an image onto film, and that the

photographer's interpretive control is limited. "The photograph is a consequence

of a mechanical process which exclude .. an active subjective. Its image is there.

transmitted without a need to interpret the world'. 11

The word 'mechanical' implies that the photograph is absent of any autographlc or

idiosyncratic mark. It is my contention, however, that the photographer uses

another kind of means, not strictly autographic, in order to make his statement;
for example, camera angle, position in relation to the subject, and framing. By

implementing these purposefully, the photographer may imply certain perceptions

about the scene. 'It [the photograph] is both 'natural' (an exact record of that

which was/is there) and hence does not need to be translated, and simultaneously

it is symbolic and thus dependant for its meaning upon the capacity of viewers to

interpret, using their knowledge of an array of culturally specific conventions' .12

Thus the photographer moulds his individual message, conscious that the audience

interprets an image using a shared symbolic system which is adopted in an

individual manner. The photographer frames a scene through personal experleaee

and inventiveness, created in social relationships, and expressed using a common

language.

Since the interpretation of a message is dependent to some extent on f"" ";onal

experience, the response will be, partially, an individual one which varies 'from
one person to another. The photographer also shapes that communication, to

soma extent, in order to make his social or personal statement. It must, however,

be clarified that the response is never merely an individual and idiosyncratic one

10Susan Sontag. On Photography, (Great Britain: Penguin Books, 1979), p.1S4.

11Webster, p.156.

12 !

W~~er. p.57.
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because of h-<! system of meaning which underlies all modes of communication.

' ... to suggest that one's way of seeing is created entirely through personal

experience would imply that there can be no communication because we all

interpret idiosyncratically. This however is not the case since our perception of

certain signs is premised on knowledge of our culture. A way of seeing is

constructed through an interplay of ideas an~ experiences' .13 Furthermore, these

cultural signs can also have conflicting or multiple meanings within one culture,

depending on the cultural background and way of seeing by an audience.

Personal experience has bearing on how we see things but it is not exclusively this

personal experience which determines meaning within any communicatlon. One's

experiences may tend to reinterpret cultural signs, but this act is generally

premised on previous knowledge Of these signs. 1~ This affords opportunities. for

effective communication which ca.'}focus on different interpretations of tn£ same

symbol, In many cases the existence of a primary meaning coexists with multiple

meanings. These too may conflict with the primary interpretation, but if the

con~,extof the sign does not precipitate an explicit clash, it is common for people

to retaln conflicting images without difficulty. Thus a concept's meaning is

created in the interaction of the practices and symbols of a society. IS

I~lll~'wiedgeor experience of a situation can modify a sign. That is not to say that

experience determines the reading of a sign, but rather that it may influence the

reading of the sign. Susan Sontag in her book On PhQtolUa.phy speaks of the

13Webster, p.63.

14Webster, p.M.

15Estelle Jussim's essay, Propaganda and Persuasion, reveals two differing responses to Russell Lee's photograph.
'Instruction at Home: Transylvania, Louisiana, 1939 [figure 11. Jussim indieates that the response from a liberal viewer to
this photograph might be that rural blacks, despite abject poverty, are concerned with the importance of reading and
writing. In addition, she states that the words, "The rain are fallin'ff (seen in the photogreph) might be observed by such a
viewer, as these attributed to people who often attach plural verb forms to singular nouns. In contrast, Jussirn also atates
that the conservative viewer's response might take a negative view of the subject's intelligence, and assume that their
command of English is extremely poor. Thus the 'meanings' artribt.t,e<Jto this photograph ean be diametrically opposed, or
what communication theorists term cognitive dissonance. 'Cognitive dissonance is the precess by which individuals reject
information that does not support attitudes already held Of decisions already made'. Estelle Jussim, 'Propaganda and
Persuasion', in Featherstone, (00) Ob&ervations, p.l07.
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searing effect photographs of Bergen-Belsen and Dachau had on her. l'partially

determined by verbal information. Therefore it is not the photograph alone which

is solely responsible for the communication, but knowledge gleaned from

language, which provides information about the image, 'A photograph, therefore,

would seem to be able to pose the question. to imply a situation for which some

other medium might be needed to provide the answer' ,18 The effect of text in

photographic communication will be examined in gr~2er detail in chapter 5 of thig

dissertation.

Although personal experience may be brought to bear .n the reception of images,

knowledge of the signs and cues which prompt that perception are determining

factors in establishing common meaning for the viewer. 19

The perception of phctograpb» nay alter over time, Culture is never static, but

always in a state offlux; meanings and values change, according to fashion, and

the influences of world trends. World advertising trends, for example, have

recently tended towards conservation issues which ware hitherto not addressed.

Another example is a photograph of Marlene Dietrich, taken at the annual

Presseball alt the Hotel Adlon, by Alfred Bisenstaedt, in 1929.:ro Considered-to

be extraordinary because Dietrich wore tails and trousers, unheard of at that time,

her outfit would no\~Iicit the same response today, Thus, in order to understand

photographic images of the past, it is necessary to examine. the historical context
of these photographs, and the reasons for their production,

17Sontag, pp.19-20.

18Jussim, in David Featherstone, (ed) ObservatioQf, p.!07.

19'The emission and the re.FPtion of the mes~a.geboth lie within the field of a sociology: it is a mattet of
studying human groups, of defining motives and attitudes, and of trying to link the behaviour of these grot' ,_ to the social
t.otality of~hich they are II part'. Barthes, in lIAI'tll$l§: SeIeotsd Writings. p.195.

20Alfred Eisenlltaedt. eisClYltaedt on g~, A Self-Pottrait, (New York: Abbeville Press, 1985), p.30.



Photographs tend to belong to hi&tory 88 illU$tratiollS of the pUt; but their value

lies not just in what they sbow, but also in how the phorograpbU' interpolates their

society through the construction of the image.

An examination of the historical context of the Farm Security Adminisi;ition
reveals how that establishment gave rise to the documentary genre of photography

in America. 'We must ask ourselves what conditiomr. contribute towards the

success of the genre. What socio-ecoooJlllic climate leads tQ,_~li3 sort of co~ern7

Posin~ the question at ,the ,Fet of the D:WlIe-produ,:ing pcocrss wUl help to avoid

the trap of simply regurgftatfugJ:l:M~ ~urrel1t opinil.?9 I)f one's culture and place the
-_ - .'-~.. . -'

photographer in a position of potential creativity' ,21

:1

The FSA was an organlsatlon established by Presid'iMlt Roose'relt's New Deal i!
I

programme. to provid •• agricultural teUef to tenants, and sb.ar~lCt'vppen;, tnd tal
"

reduce the m(~gage dliWt; of farmers during the depression and the drought o~i
1934. The New Deal ~. President Roosevelt's &t1~emptto rlwive the ocoI1OO1IY by
using major state intervention to promote eguiatiotlL and sublli:diaation, _sud by

;'/

grafting a so~ial welfare component onto the capitalist system, 'Tho greMest part

of the FSA'~activity, however, has centred around it so-called rehabUltation

loans. 'i"J)e.:>itCumstances of each tenant: or sbar~cl'opper family are axpertly

studied; it receives a small loan - the average is about $ 350,00 ~ fur JUSt those

purposes that win most benefit it. The lpan may permit the farnil y to rent a bit of

land, or to buy fertiliser or to raise Cbickens and pl:g. for food, or to obtain a draft

animal •.. .In large measure its remarkable success. comes frO~~ ~t that

families receiving loans are constantly advised and watched 0ir~by Department of
Agriculture agents'. 4 II

21Webster, p.93.

22Morton Keller. (ed) ~. 'MW wu.it? (New York: Iltditorsof the New Republic, 1963), p.65.
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Photographers were employed by Roy Stryker" to document the achievements of

the agency, as well as emphasising the need for additional government relief

programmes, The overall purpose of the New Deal was to provide immediate

relief to the most destitute victims of the economic havoc and i6cial distress

caused by the depression.

Stryker's aims were served by employing photographers who understood the

problems and who possessed the sensitivity to portray them. It was assumed that

his background as an economist would be helpful for this kind of work; Tugwell

initially employed Stryker as illustrations editor for his book. Anleri~an Sconomic

Life and the Means of Its Improvemep.1, intended as a reformist text for the

Contemporary Civilisation course at Columbia University, About seventy of

'';:, Lewis Hine's photographs of rural and imlustrial work and workers were used in

~~publication. It was these photographs which were only acknowledged years

later by Stryker, In 1938 Stryker requested Tugwell's endorsement for a Hine

retrospective in New York, stating, 'look[iug] back now [at AmericWl ECQnomi((

L.ifhl, [I] realise that his photography made much more impression upon me thr :1 I

had suspected at the time', concluding that 'Hine had been doing the type of work

which we [at the FSA] are now doing, back in 1908 and 191.2'.24 Other

photographs produced during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, by

photographers such as Mathew Brady, (1840), and Jacob Ril's, (1890), also helped

to provide the historical context for Stryker's theories. Their work dealt with

social issues, i.e., Brady's portraits of famous men and women, and later pictures

of Civil War Battlefields, Riis's images in H.(lW the Other Half Lives. and Hine's

photographs of child labour, and Immigrants were regarded as a record of their

time."

23Roy Stryker Wllil Rexford Tugwell'a assistant. Tugwell, the undersecretary of the Department of Agriculture,
was responsible for the Resettlement Administration (RA) created by President Roosevelt's Executive Order.

24Maret'l St&nge. Symbols of IdW Li,,'e: Social Documentary Photography in America 189()"1950, (Cambridge.
USA: Cambridge University Press, 1989), p.92.

25Jack Hurley. lPortntit of (l Decad~. (USA; Louisiana State University Press, 1972), p. ri.
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Stryker continued to improve and expand his knowledge of graphic resources and

intensified his feeling for the possibilities of the image as a means of

communicating social issues, however, Hine's photographs must be acknowledged

for influencing Stryker's intentions for the FSA project of the 19303.

The photographers were expected to have a complete grasp of the social scene

they were documenting. Extensive background information about the people, their

social mores, economy Mid politics was provided by him." This information

was imperative to the photographers' understanding of the situations they were

confronted by. { )

The FSA group was committed from the beginning to a policy of total

truthfulness." The intention was to make ph(l~graphs which would look like

incontrovertible records of fact. Its distingaishing feature was its treatment of the

subject in.as direct a manner as P' sible without obvious pictorial exaggeration or

by manipulation of the subject. Since the intention was to record events wad
issues, the term 'straight' photography was applied. In this context it was meant

to imply ~1l1impersonal and dispassionat, rendering of a ene by the photographer

- a refusal to intervene in the picture's mediation. This was critical since SWj ':er

feared that aestheticlsing of images might deviate from his intentions. It i~:this.

quality, the apparent absence of photographic style that Stryker attempted to

promote. The editing, cropping and impllcatlon of a social context was therefore

done with a political rather than aesthetic objective.

Walker Evans's modus operandi parallels strongly the professed objectives of this

'straight technique' ~IS promulgated by the FSA. Therefore his work and ideas

were appropriated by Strv' ,:r to. reinforce the style and sense of puepose of the

26S,ryk<,r's knowledge of the socio-economic forces at work inv~'ti"us regions of the US was comprehensive. He
insisted that photographers knew what they were photographing and how it related to the context and circumstances of the
times. Each Historical Section photographer had to own a copy of J. Russell Smith's t~t)(thAmericA. a publication which
gave accounts of the socioeconomic factors pertinent to evt:ry region of the US. It is this factor which indicates the
difference between the Historical Section photographers and others working at that time. Hurley pp.58-60.

27That being that the photographs would correspon with fact er reality, confirming the perception, (popular at
the time) that the camera was the Heal instrument for conveying thi.8.
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agency. Alan Trachtenberg observes that it was Evans'a 'photogtf>hic editing of
"society , which gave Stryker hls rationale for the projec1l and &how\~ him what

kind of pictures to seek out.2S

II
11

The recording of information which mlght one day be o~'historicalilinterest was an
I:

issue both the photographers and Stryker himself were eonsclcus oj:. The making

of an historical document was one of their objectives fllld much of 'the work done
by FSA photographers, particularly W~lker Evans, i~,regarded as such. Carl van

Vechten observes, 1If everything in An:lerican Civilisation were destroyed except

Walker Evans' photographs, they couldl tell us a good deal about American

life',29 John Szarkowski wrote in 1971i. 'Individually, tile photographs of Walker

Evans evoke an incontrovertible sense I~fspecific places, Collectively, they evoke

a sense of America'. 30 Alan Trachtenl:lerg states, 'l'hi;!J;,yiew of Evans, and of
"

American Pbotographs • that he prepares a list of p,artic:u1ars. that he inventories a

'real' America N has remained more 01' less intact'." 'lilt a sense these

photographs stand for what took place during the 19:1Cts. In so doini\\they colour

the perceptions of an audieace ?hom, the times and tssil~es they depict, \1

Itt the welter of possibilities confronting these photographers, howe~" it seems
"''-:"

<logical to assume that certain aspects of a situation were selected iii preference to

others, in order to emphasise a perception held by the photographer. In the

decisions that the photographer makes, in selecting one exposure to another,

certain standards are thereby exacted on their subjects. The way they inflect

meaning in the making of the picture. indicates their understanding of the language

of photographic communication. The effect of these images, as Jack Hurley

observes, 'played a key role in conditioning the aesthetic tastes of the nation to the

28Alan Trachtenberg. Rep.dim~Amajcan Photoanwhi. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1989), p.24S.

29Alan Trachtenoerg, 'Walker Evans' America, It Documentary Invention', in Featherstone, (ed) Obsprv!l.1iQ!lI,

30Trachtenborg, in Pcatherston~,' (ed) ~~, p.57.
//

31Tracbtenberg, in Featherstone, (ed) Qb'erv@tigm, p.57.
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documentary sty ie, while at the same time it had crested a tremendously valuable

record of the age of the Great Depression' ,32

It is believed that the Historical Section of the FSA gave rise to the documentary

genre of photography in America. 'The photographs produced during the

Depression by the Historical Section of the Farm Security Administration have

become the most well known social documentary project', 33

,
n the cultural arena, America during the 1930s looked largely to Europe as the

arbiter of tradition, taste and avant-garde directions. Robert J Coady's writings in

'The Soil';>'a small American literary magazine published in 1916, was an
incitement to re-examine Amerisan history and culture, and tbe fine arts in the

'.\

light of the American experience. For Coady, American Art was 'th~ aesthetic

product of the human beings living on and producing from the soil of this Uruted

States' .34

During the period between the two world wars, ma."lYsubjects and themes were

identified as American, and photographers, such as Edwatd Weston, Walker

Evans, '.and Ansel Adams produced work which was decidedly American. Terence

Pitts states that they, 'helped identify that which was native to the culture of this

continent, and of how photographers) freed of many of the constraints pla(j~ upon
._)

painters as to what constituted serious subject matter, could make significant

images out of Mexican pottery and toys, out of hand-painted road signs, or art of

the humble contents of Ii Sharecropper's shack'."

32H 1 ...urey, p.vui,

33Grant Keeter. hlle Management of Meaning, Documentary and the Administration c.\rla:.s'. A1terimagc, Vol
18, No 3. (\ctober 1990, p.16. .

3""rerence Pitta; PllQt9mpbyin the American 0min. Discoyerln&!\ Native American A~. 19~,
(Tuscon: Center for Creative Photography, The University of Arizona, 1988), p.B,

35pjtta, p.ll.
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Many of Weston's Mexican images of 1923-26 typified a photographic modernism

inflected by his growing awareness of the aesthetics of popular Mexican ruts and

crafta, His photographs are considered to be rooted in the classical tradition of

America, invested with the quality J)f folk-art, which to Pitts's way of thinking is

an art without any intellectual claims.

Richard Lacayo, in an article in ~; comments on the effect of Ansel Adams's

photographs hl contemporary America. 'Many are so familiar they seem like

national monuments on paper'," indicates a perception of Adams's photographs

as historical records of the American landscape. In the light of contemporary

(~")'ns about conservation, he implies that Adams'a photographs, once so

~'ttpafently timeless, are now historical documents, the record of a lost world ..

Walker Evans, too, seemed to concentrate on the theme of the American

experience, its rich and poor, skyscrapers and shacks, work and leisure. Evans's

first two major projects involved American Architecture. That of Brooklyn

Bridge, 1929, and anonymous Viftorian Architecture 1930-1931, made at the

suggestlos; of Lincoln Kirstein, then curator of the Museum of Modern Art, New

York, which resulted in the first one-person photography exhibition held at the

Museum of Modern Art. entitled, 'walker BymM; PbotolWl:1)U,s Qf ~

~p.lry boY$~.

Their work implie.~ an understanding of American life, something whlch was not

easily defined then. What it meant to be an 'American' at that time, was indeed a

contentious issue. An anthology entitled America as Amm:iCW ~ by Fred

Ringer celebrated American culture and values, but in contrast, Harold E Stearns,

'Preface' in Civilizsltipn in the U S An InquirY by 30 Americw articulates

complaints about the 'emotional and aesthetic starvation', of an America without a

useful heritage of tradition."

36Richard Lacayo. "The Man Who Captured the Earth', Beauty'.~. September 3 1990, p.5L

p.vii,
31Harold E Stearns. Givilisatign in t.he U S An Inquiry by 30 Amerlc!ms, (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1922),
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Maran Stange and Alan Trachtenberg note how the FSA photographs have snap&:!

moderripreconceptioas of what took place during the depression years. Stange

asserts that 'The New Deal. FSA, project, directed by Stryker and employing

Evans, Lange, Shahn, Lee.Delano and Rothstein, among others, was the

culmination of the documentary movement. Familiar documentary elements were

used in the 19308 to create realistic, yet visually appealing ifmt.ge8 - 'symbolr..of, .:

ideal life' • in philosopher John Dewey's phrase - 'formal complexity as well as

radical content were suppressed in the pictures that became popular'."

However, it must be noted that the photographers were coasidered to be CO.!.I

ianthors of the pictures, for Stryker's conception was to accumulate 'a pictoriru.

encyclopedia of American agriculture' 39 since he issued rogular and detaiied

shooting scripts to all his photographers. [Figures 2 and 3]40. These shooting

scripts reveal a wide range of subjects which the photographers were intended to

focus on, hut are also indicative of Stryker's selectivity WI determining the kinds of

images represented.

One, of the themes concerns photographs of people fi'om various income groups, at

leisure and at work; photographs oJ the waH decorations, in homes were intended

as an index to different income groups. An example of 1his is: UniOn Paint

Geot~ia, 1941, by Jack Delano [figure 4] and HUgago Csnwty nyU)!; 1939, by

Russell Lee [figure 5). These photographs each show a pair of figures in a lounge

setting, one an elderly middle class couple from Union Point, Georgia, the other

recipients of government aid from the FSA in 1939.

/j
U

/1

38Stange, p.xvi.

S9Roy Emerson Stryker and Nanoy Wood. In T1UJ Plru~: AmC\foa 1935-1943 as SeeKJ U!,the FSA
Photographs, (New York City: Galahad Books, 1973), p.7. / (

(/

40Stryker and Wood, pp.187-88.



Selected Shooting Scripts,

(j

From R. It.Stryker
To all phologTapben

15A
1936Suggeadon.~· reQmtly made by Robert LyBd

«(O..au!hor of Middlmcwn)
f(l'r thIngs which should be

photographed as Amet+..an Bad:.gcound.

Home in'the l'M:I1ing
Pho~pb$ showin&- tile various waya.lhIIt d.llferen~
,:no:.me- groupupmd.thdl' evenings. for- example.

Informal c.IoI.h<!&
Lis!en11lJ to the radio
Brid8C
Moro~drtll
Gaettl

....ttendingthurch
Follow through a set of pictures showing people on

their way from their home Ii) church
Getting Wt of church
Viii tint' and talkIng
Returning frtwnchurch to home:
Vi.sitlfltf.a:nd talking in the vl!)tibule
Hero apin, note the clilterence in the hllbltt of the

varIow ittc&mltgroupl.
The group activities of nrious inccune levels

The Gtgllnhlld and U1l<Irganizcdactivities of the varl-
Olia In~c gt'OUpl

"Where can people meetr
Well-to-do

Co.unlty clubs
Homes
LOdges

POQT

Beer halls
Pool halls
SalOOlU
St1'1lU~tcorners
Camges
Cigar stores

Considet the s~me problem as :tl'pli4!t1 to \1()men.
Do women have as many lllet!in" placa us men?
It is probable thaI the women ,In the lower· income

levels have Iar 1= opportunity of mingling wioh
other women than do the women oC the higher-
income groups.

"How many people do youltnow;"
There is a marked difference here between the circle

J

of actjuaintnnceship between the income groups
and also on the bam of urban versus rural.

n~tI:.yanls
"What do you SC~ out of the kitchen window,"
\~ ...iO'l.r.l exhibit I'ie. t.Utes could he taken in different

!~~tl$ :1011 on the Ill;sis or tlilferefll income groups.
~Loo~J,g down Illy ~t~l~
\~//

Here IIpi., 1l1!l0lt,interming.!"',_of pi~!W'U «mid be
t'\lt.Im, l:eeplll! 1ft mind d,,;,,: )Ill ,- grouP"
and dIlfereAt geographical (-_"<I,

"\ 'People on lIudolftl!!ojobo -::
How mttdIl t!Ut'trtnt do people look and aa: when

they are OIl r!'wijob th"" WMn Iht!y aTe om
This would n~~te SQI'Utj w:ry tnt'O'M ~ ..

stu~li.es.
Pictures s:howin, relationship between dmund the job.
This would lnclude Md!. !hi. as Jfkt~ taken of

the samo .,C!o~ ~1U'f·an )'On, ,bowing how pee-
ple ag1!I in tlle1r -14, and '~l'I!& em.plwlzing the
aget! man and woman lind u\¢ job.

The eieCt o! the deprew.on in the smal!.;r !'oWI'!;.!J[ thll
United StateS.
To Include wcU tnrnp as :l).¢ ~tb of mntlJl'i.

pendent shop'S:;'Stons. and b~ In th4 smaU
tOWMi £or eJlampJ«, the $LQl'tI.O!PCTlcd up OIl*stln
porch, the beauty shop In tlulliv~ l.'Q$Il

The baseball diamond as 110 hllpQJl"tatttpart IIIOttrp.
erallllrtt!4cape •.
This is particularly noticeable when one vtfI'MI J,fBalI

towns Crom the: ilr. .

''FIt fer the likes of us"
What trc the tbin'. wbtcl\ wclleel COmrQrla~ doing

\"Ith some and net YIlith(i)dt.erri
Relationsh!1' ~¢twetm ~ty. err p4pt1lIitkm lind l\n..
come ofsucla tlUilgIIllI . ,

Pl'll$Sed~~
Polished ~boeundi~on

Is It Jlbiy In largo IndU$lrlal arcao·tlut. ov. 1M
poor g;roops wlllll\llM II gmltCl'. dort ~ Rav. pal-
lshed ,11_. prcsstd domes, tha liM iI1UlI'It oW iI'Rn
a higl~C!r-incomcgtOUp mightin the ,_II«.~
lated areas. What d«t clolls wealth have _ tlUs?

"How do people lonk1"
In towns ot Y:lrious Si7.eJ-1500, 25,000 to '0,00.0,

100.000. Coruider the same thing CrQma reograph.
leal stnndpaint.

TM W1I.ltdecoradottt itt bon*' 11$ an index If) ~ dl£.-
Ierenr income group5 and tl~cir reacrlons,

The photographic study of the difference: In the men's
world and the women 5 world.

/,. photographk study or use of leisure time In varioU5
m..ome groupe.

Compare headlines regionally.
Thke the SlIme Lopfcs suclt lUI It kiclna,plng e.r 9ther
n_l item with nalional inlercst and JUne filii InAfI·
ner in which it i~ treated In the dlfl'went parts or
the country.

I',\



From it.E.Stryker
11> Russell Lee,
Arthur Rott.su:in.
in particular

I. Production of Coodll'-lruil$. vegetabk!5, meat. poultry,
eggs. milk and milk products. mlsa:llluu:l)us producu.
a, PilCkaging and prot~ng o[ above
b. Picking. hauling. IOrting, pr~~ dryinl' 'can-
l'ins. pacJuiglng.loudlng £Qr shIp-pi,.

c. Field operations-pllltttingl tulth,atkm: ~ying
d. Dramatic pictures 1)£ ~ shew "p*tt~rn" ..r !.he

ceun try: get..fee ling 1)£ eM prod1llCtive ctrtn. "undo
lCAacres.

e. WlU'ehOUlC4 filled whh {CXlii. raw and p~,
CIllU. boxes, bllgs. etc.

II.Poultry-larglil-~ale operatiolU
Hatching. shipping chicks
Get a few pictures "cute" of little chIcks
Real dok'ti.upa
E~t "pictorial" ,hots of eggs in bukf:!$, in piles.

in crates (ge: Fuem pictures Ior posters)
Dressed paultry
Chlckens In pllns and yard$
F.ecding operations

:a!. General Cuming - Piet pictures of represenrstive
small farms (Calilornia -Texas) General farming,
buildings, Iarmer &: family, farmer at work.

IV. Small town under war condi:li(lns
Select a small town some distance from Illrp clttcs

and make It camera study of how thj~ toutn looks
under war condltiolU.

CIvilian nefeluc AGth·itics
Meetingsqf all klndr-Rsd Cross
Farm groups. etc.
Look. for n town n~r an Army Camp
SignS-$tores.lilll~statioN. etc.
Selective Serv!~
Registradcn or new age gr('>u~
Home gardens, Civilian Defense ActivitiC$
Schools. MOTeneighbotllMR (AnY'eviden~ or thl.r)

V. Autoand auto tire rationing. A eivruan JWPulatiOll'
gets off rubbertires. (MUlY !.hinS!-$hould l:ict p1'll>t<l-
gr.aph<:d· now. before' dk:lI)pearani:e ('1" marked 1.1",
cline.)
Old tires piles.
Used car lou. &peciaUy when euol1'l1>:tll$ nmnl"efS or
cars are stored,
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Si~ny sip which tuggesu rubber (or other Cl)I;j\.
inodlty) sbo~ rationing. etc. Horse-drawn
velliclu. l'nackJlrm!l!l. ~s, harnCA shops. bURica.
delivery W!tpnf. ~ dtllys (tor trucks) • btqdes.

(What will ba~. to l'®daide hIImbutJe;r Wind?)
Watch for eMad. anmg WltiQnll or d. t Jome&.

VI.TMhfpay
Watd\ *' any $l1l1SW'J\ich ind~te a country at war.
"Wan at 'WOrk" plCUlil'f,S.We ari: "till $llnrt of these

pl,tttll'\$. nl(:lll!' ~Q inducle: ,
<I) highmy b,mldtng-big stuff. «:.g., in the Rocky
. MlJ. or mll.~ lllgb:ways. •

(2) Repair and maintenaece,
(3) ltmpl1asilt the mea.

VII. (Cor R: Lee) Mining. California, Arizona, New
Mexico .
Get plctures showing increased activities IImong pros-

pect1v~!in!! ~m~!!I,lpentt!nll'OU!!1~
Mercury-",~ar San JOSIt.Califomill. CcuTml, Ktal&er's
cement plant near San Jose. California.

(See Jack Iblan. Also Sat. Eve. P,(l';llU'ticic on Ka15er.)
Mlner$-[acuf;miners,~t work.

VIII. TIle land
The 10llg shots [or a "Ieel" ..r t.ht i;Qun-try

1, Details "
D<. PlI'Opl_""" mUlt 1Imh'f tit Off": .

}l'tcM'C$'oJi:men;,wollW1ltlid clifld.~ wbo a!JPeltr as
If !.hey reall,.beli~ f'llI-l:h'l: UA. O«pM>plc wi!.ha
I:hle sph'lt: Tho n~ tn ow: Hili I1O'IV paint till!
U.s. as at; ohi PIll"lOll' HUll(! an~ llIuttlUlt aIiN:),"
everyone is too old to WOrk lind IlOOmafnoun.t.ed
LO care much what hlt~ tOon't InWndcstand
the above. FSA i, &l.in ilttCrll$l.4cl in Ib-u lower-
Income groups and we wallt iii) ccmtirolo to photo.
grnph lllis group.} We ~fllettlD.fly lIIiIad JIi'UIl8' I1It:n
and women who worll. In our £,,~* the young
men who build our brldg4S. l'OIlda, d.aJ'n$ and large
factorie&.

HQUSCw:v<eS in their kitchen or In th4 yard picking
flowers.

More wnltJ1.ted.looklng old c:ouptu-W'Oman sewing,
man reading: &iltlng on porth: wo.rklng in prden;
lilting in park: coming (rem ehld: lit piCnics.~:
mutings.



5. RU8'8ellLee. HUdago County Thxas. 1939,42

41Tagg. p.15S.

42.r1lt,g, p.159.
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We are made aware of diff~ences and similarities: the !mages are of a home
If

environment, with a.ntchairs, coffee t.ables and lamps etc. The figures of a man

and woman in both suggest, in this domestic setting that they are husband and

wife. Both images evoke the concepts of family and home. John Ttlgg suggests

that the difference between these photographs that is perceived by the audience is

one of class, and 'that it is equally clear that this ~ is an ideological

fum! constituted in the form of life and by the realisation of the values, beliefs and

modes of thought of the dominant class' .43
i_':_,

"The tapestries on the walls in each of the, homes: one a Moorish dance

reminiscent of De1ac:R>l"t's Women of Algiers, the other an eighteenth century

chamber concert, reminisoont of French art, suggests their taste and implies the

class and social standing of the individuals. These tapestries allow the audience to

.malce certain assumptions about the figures, their social standing, implied by their

taste, and the way in which these interiors are furnished. However, these

assumptions are based on the viewer's knowledge of the time, and their knowledge

of furnishings in American homes of the 1930s.

/1

These wall decorations also lead one to question what meaning they had for these
individuals. Were they made or bought, valued ant:.ViiUrlili~,or worthless lUld
neglected? Were they hung with care or indifference, in special vantage poinm;

did they adhere to some consumerist impulse of home decoration at that time? It

might also be questioned whether the subjects chose to sit in those positions in the

room, so that the wall decorations might be revealed in the photograph or whether

they were directed to do 80 by the photographers in order to adhere to the
instructions given them by Stryker.

Environments in which the subjects were photographed were actually stipulated by

Stryker; for example: the poor were photographed in Beer halls, Pool halls,

Saloons, Street comers, Garages, and Cigar stores. The relationship between

43John Tagg. The Burden or ~tion: Essays Oil f>h~togra.phietland Histories, (London: Maomilla.n
Education, 1988), p.161.
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density of population and income was intended to be revealed in. p~
which depicted pressed clothes and polished shoes. Stryker states in a shooting

script issued to all photographers by him in 1936~ 'it ls likely in large industrial

areas that even the poor groups will make a greater effort to have polished shoes,

pressed clothes, than the same or even a higher income group might in the smaller

populated areas. What effect does wealth have on this'?"
I)

A later shooting script [figure 3] ~,lr-d to Russell Lee, and Arthur Rothstein

included Auto and auto tire (sic) rationing. 'A civilian population gets off robber

tires (sic)'. After which is stated: (Many things should be photographed now

before ln~ppearance or marked decline), indicating Stryker's concern fur

dO~nting aspec-iS(~ American culture which were disappearing because of the

Depdession.45 Further instructions were for 'Pictures of men, women and

chi1J)ren who appear as if they really believed in the U.S. Get people with a little
I,
'I

sp!,fu'. This may indi~te Stryker's concerns fur communicating a sense of
-/

patriotism, and for images which would be nationalistic. 46

Another aspect was the effect of the depression in the smaller towns of the U.S.

Pictures were to include such things as the growth of small indepet;tdent shops,

stores and businesses in the small towns; fur example, the store opened up on the

sun porch, and the beauty shop in the living room. Stryker states of these

pictures, .. :the small town emerged as a thing possessing emotional and aesthetic

advances: kinship with nature and the seasons, neighbourliness, kindliness,

spaciousness - plus some certain disadvantages: laziness, pompousness,

narrowness, lack of economic and cultural freedom', 47 attributing these pictures

with a sense of nostalgia, and idealism of the small American town.

44stryker andWood, p.187.

45Stryker and Wood, p.18S.

46Stryker and Wood, p.188.

47Stryker and Wood, p.lS.
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Sig.q.sware also on the agooq" I'" 'any sign which suggests rubber (or other
\.:,-\:'

commodity) shortage, r;,rtioning, etc. Horse-drawn vehicles, Blacksmith shop"

barness shops, buggies, delivery wagons, horse drays (for tl'f/~ks), bicycles.' As

well as stipulating that the photographers should be on the lsokout for 'closed
'fining statlonc -~~t joints' ,48

\\:.-,~/.,}':,}

\\
lie remarked, of the intentions of the )7SA: 'This was part of our jo1)\'to r.e'~f{l

contemporary history' ,49

Earlier, in his work on the publication, Ammcan EcoDo!J,1icLif~.Stryker was
I; ,

learning to construct a documentary image that might succeed, because in it

realistic forms of visual expression oou14 control the appearance of seeming social

fact in order to express what was cu~\ently appropriate ~d even attractive about
\\.' :;-

the new ideology. To show the inevitably modernising-American, in a style

credibly humanitarian and artfully individualising, would be Stryker's task at the
\~\ .

FSA - made easier because the New Deal government Wah\ both. the a~"of
'Ichange and the sponsor of representation. Stange states that 'the FSA project

appeals because uf its S<Jemingll '1commercial values and procedures - and
I ,'. "

because of the urgently humanilil(lan rhetoric of its images. The FSA is geh~ally

seen as the exemplar of documentary photography, rather than the Inheritor and

'cUlminating phase of a tradition'. so
\'
'(I

It was intended to publicise not only the long-standing distress which bad

necessitated such u;wrecedel'l&a federal intervention but also the ameliorative

effe\.'tS and the unique long-range goals or agency programmes." Sharecroppers

and tenant farmers were the object of New Deal publicity, since Qey existed at the

bottom of the agricultural and economic ladder. Perhaps that is wby Ev~ and

Agee focused on those people fur their publication, Let Us Now Praise FamoUS

48Stryker and Wood, p.188.

49Stryker and Wood, p.16.

50Stange, p.l06.
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M®" (1941), because they lived in rural areas, too isolated and powerless to \.. \

organise along class lines. 51

Interestingly, Evans and Agee did not focus on any black family's pl1g~t1n their

publication Let Us Now ,praise FamQU~ Men, although there were many. It has

. been documented that thirty-one families, nineteen of them black, unable to

survive in Arkansas, crossed the Mississippi to joln Eddy's Co-op61'8" .Ie,

estsbl lshed by socialist minister Sherwood Eddy. A /eason for this might have

been !he strong American Nationalist feeling which !~revailed at that time. taken

up by the FSA, which prescribed images with which its audience could identify:

the plight of other white Americans. Stryker states in De FSA ColIectiQu Qf
£b.Qtg&:m: 'We succeeded in doing exactly what Rex Tugwell said we should

do: We introduced Americans to America' .52

However, Willian:"Stott, in .QQ£wl}Wary E~gression and Thirties Ameti'-lSl.

comments that the 'audience' is of phigher income group than that which the

documentary genre treats. This implies that the 'audience' would have been

somewhat temov/~-.-~rom the images the FSA produced. . .. 'documentary treats the

actual unlmagined experience of individuals belonging to a group generally of low

econemlc and social standing in the society (lower than the audience for whom the

report is made) and treats this experience in such a way as to render it vivid,

humeo, and - most often - poignant to the audience'.!i3

Stott emphasises that they conveyed an image of their subjects which never shows

them to be responsible for their misery through laziness or moral dereliction. This

image of the Thirties depression, Stott says, is intentional. He suggests that the

photographs are propagandist and sentimental in their look; 'mournful, plaintive,

51Agee statea~: 'The job is perhaps chiefly a sceptical study of the .Ilatu:e of reality and of the: false nature of re-
creation and of commurjcation', in Alan Trachtenberg, BCII,ding A" ~[icw Photomph~, p.2S:g.

I
52 .
Stryke. and 'W?od. p.9.

53William Swtt. DQ£umentAry Expression and Thirties America. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976),
p.62
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nakedly near tears'.54 Which implies that the photographs were designed to

evoke A reaction from th~ audience, because they ~e so poigrumt. He CL",) reveals

the artifices behind the photogr~. This is communicated in his diB.cusaion about

the photographer's relation to th~ir subjects, and the kinds of images they wanted

to produce, He cites the example of Arthur Rothstein, who took: photographs of

his subjects WIthOut their being aware of him because wh611rll~'{ We!O aware of his

presence 'their sad faces and worried expression, ... their forlorn attitudes, gave

way to ... Sunday-snapshot smiles'," revealing what people do in front of the

camera, - projecting an image of themsolvl!)$ for the photot,. apher, ~ all: i.rna:ge they
(1assume he wants, or which they wish to present. "Marguet Bourb W'biW and

Erskine Caldwell, he stares; adopted the same approach, by their admission, 'it

might take an hour before their faces or gestures gave us what we WEn" trying to

express .. ' .56 This indicstes subjugation by these photographers in tl:u~irattmnpt

to create a certain type of image of their subjects; revealing that they W(i)1'6 fully

conscious of a\kiud of expression or gesture which they:X:;;edc<to\~mvey in their

photographs, and which they felt would communicate the subject's plight.

William Stott comments on a look tile subjects have, which exists in 1lW1'& than

hatf of the documentary portraits of the Thirties, 'scenes of muteKl despair' ,51 It

is considered a cliche of thirties documentary. and is something which Evans was

:OOllSCj,oUS of. and tried to break away from. Stott identifies this romanti.e md

sentimental quality which pervades the images of sharecroppers and many of the

documentary photographs of that time. Sugg~ing that these images are
\\

stereotypes, and that they fuji to communicate sP~Eific ;fharacteristics of the

individuals, and are thus identified as 'types', Web~ter states: 'Where all audience

is predisposed to accept a stereotypical representation as reality, where viewer&·
have been attuned to ooncelve 'reality' through the distorting lens of eultere, then

54Stott, p.60.

55StoU, pp.61-62.

55StoUJJ p.60.

57.. II ~1"''''..,rott, PP<1;' "\J,,,
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there is a real danger that a symbol is oonfuaed with reality'.. He I~ that tif'lf)

photograpb~r or maker of these kinds of images should be aware of the cultural

constituents of society, the dt'IVol~pment of pen.~ of gen; roles, social clMS

outlooks, images of stud6llll:a etc.sa Stott does not acknowledge that the

production of these kinds of images might have been encouraged by Stryker,

specifically conveying-a certain image of rural America, with whitjl the audience

could sympathIse.II

Web&tor refers to a film sedefcalled 1)egtU:t,tlgg e.m.d:e.a, ill his publication llla
New ehQtQlW\Phy. Respq:rWhilitY il1Yi§l,1a1C9wmvnication. Produced by Jerry
Ku~., the film deals with ethnic groups who had immigrated to A.merica, 8lld it

was intended to reconstruct the hi8tory of immigrantS. Ctrtatn(i9~?jects and images

in the tUm are included to evoke certaitt lM81lings and themes in the &6l'fes. k
\i

begins with rough seas, signifying voyage, then a shot ~ the Hudson Bay,
and the Statue of Liberty. suggestive of hopes of freedom mel opportunity. He

makes the point that thm kind of film, and these kinds of images are rooted ill.

cultural conteXts that Influence both the viewer's enoodmg and decoding. Rough

s_ and the Statue of Liberty in thbl context are used aymboJiea11y to inflect

meaning: and rely on the audience', knowledge, and. cultural context in order to

convey meaning. However, what bl disturbilli about this seri.es is t:hRt the central

figure, Metzger, is not perceived as umt.~ual in any way, but reprei~ of the

average Jewish innnigrant. 'The danger of this is that so many viewers interpret

Metzger's success not as a symbol of a particular trend. but actually as tllcl 'truth',
valid for all Jews who emigrated to America'. 59

Images by V'alk.er Evans, and other photographers like Lewis Hlne, Rvnided these

commonly found stereotypical images. They indicated the personal and individual

qualities of their subjects, and communicated something of the fabric of the

societies in which they lived. Trachtenberg notes of Lewis Hlne's photographs of

5l1wabmr, p.44.

59webator, p.44.



immi~antll ln the act of exparli!lllCin.l Ellii lI11.nd1 that they iincJll!iOO details that
I,

signified the moat unexotie of set1:ing. 'Ha poud his IUbjechi ro alWw for an

expr~sion of individual qualities that Iifta the portraitl to a realm beyond mere

depiction of iJlll1ilgram 'types". (0

In the 1960 edition of L§t UI New PrniB:v PlfQQYl! M;Ojfl a photograph of Ivy

Woods. a Sharecropper's wifet reprimanding her daupter is included,'suggeating

an unsentimental quality of the way shtlnlCrOpper& might have behav.a. Other

photoJl'8.Pb.s are cited by Stott. which reveal eVidi'i1:1C$of this: Annie Mae Oud,pt.

a Sharecropper's wife, whose expression is 'puzzled, not boItitli}, ~Iy .

sceptical' ,ff2 In EV8J1$'s photographs of interiors of Sharecroppm houae&. Stott
Ll

states, 'th~o rooms are empty. (absoot of human flgurea), the fiO-Jr 8W~t, tibo
broom stand& in the corner on its hancn~, and Leside the <m1pty W8&~ a clean

tow61 hangs from a nail. In many of bis pictut81:1it is whan p.eople are iOn.,
leavinl signs of their liveB S~r OUt Wlhurtied contomplatioo, that we discov6t ll40it

about them and the group they represent'.m b:tclicating Evans's. ability to select

and isolate elements of their existence which would comrnuniclI1te an 8ip6(..'t of

their lives. Alan Trachtenberg's commoot would seam to end.ol:se this. 'Por

BVawl, AI we shall see, an antinomian rejection of design upo,n !:he cumera as til

collaborator of social fact for the sake..of controlled social chan,iOt was the

precondition of his work, what allowed him [at a later datc;) to conceive a, pt()jeet

of AIllerican photographs M deliberate cou.nterstatemont'. Similarly, Maren

Stange's observation about Lewis Hine, an acknowledged influence ~{ the FSA

project, Indicates, 'The esaential meaniag and importance 01rilr1e'& schievement
may be that it actually clarifies the process of reform by paitly denying it in the

very act of continumg and publicising if. 64

60Stange, p.52.

61Stott, p.278. ,

62a:tctt. p.67.

63Stott, p,&.
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The genre of much documentary photography of 19308 An_rica f& thus bllSed on .~.
'~,

the context in which photographs were placed. Working fur the FSA detennined

the kinds of images which were &cCe'fttable, and the Itinds of inlages whidl were

produced. The orgmisatiom: which commission a photographer's work_ are

therefore itnpOltant - as the photographer may be constrained by ee react ~ainat
1\

the expectations of the organisation, Cognlsance will also be \~en where
;\

photographers were not working within these constraints. Agee and Evans worked

indepUldentJy on the pubUcati()n l&t Us Pnj:u,~Flmo~ and the }:lnds of

portraits Evans produced in this book reveal evidence ot hig independence, both in

his way of seeing, and in the kinds of images he prod~ce(I 'Its DBture

(documeatary) as a practice depends on the institutio~\ and agents which deiine it

and set it to W')r~'.65 It hag been suggested by Trachtenberg and Stange, _:;~e

use of documentary posed, for rerormers. 1\ never-ending ".eries of d.ecis~JDsabout
I \

the appropriate means to authenticate the d('cumootary photograph, ~'d ·to ...

authoriae its meaning with written text, captions, and identttication of the agency

presenting the image.

With regard to Evans, it was the FSA Which in part defined the tert1.lill fur bit
subject matter. and which gave rise to his subsequent project with Ageel, Lot Us

Ii

Now praist> F!WlQ.UsMen, end later~. But what must be notM, and
is asserted by Tagg, 'What alone \!llites the dlverslty of 8it68 in which photography

operates is the social formation itself: the specific historical spaces fur

representation and practice iwhich it constitutes'."

The significance of the photographic image at the time is mterpreted by Agee in

the 1930s as, 'Not inconsequentially. the camera, with its image both realistic and

mass reproducible, rose to become the 'central instrument of the age' and the

photograph became the central symbol of modern communication' •(fl The

6ryagg, p.llS.

e6.rai!l. p.llS.

II
'i

67Stange, p.107.
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documentary genre, therefore, appears to provide truthful historical

documentation. Yet a study of the PSA shows that the photographer lnay be

manipulating the viewer's under&ta11ding of the photograph; using the subject

mat\ ~r and cultural background to a photograph to influence the conununiet¢ion
\, ' ,

between viewer and photographer.
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CHAPfER2

WALKER EVANS AND ROBERT FRANK

The aims and intentions of documentary photography, as establih,:\1edby Roy

Stryker and the FSA, indicate some of the parameters which C:dined the

documentary tradition during the 19305. Its significance and the impetus

generated in the documentary genre were considerable, both in the volume of

work and range of subject matter produced, and in serving to direct the attention

of the audience in a particular way. In this chapter the work of Walker Evans and

Robert Frank is examined, against that documentary tradition established by the

FSA, in order to demonstrate ill. influence in relation to these photographers'

work.

Socio political considerations, as exemplified in the practices adopted by the FSA

to the documentary genre, ~.!cpertinent to the criteria determining the respective

approaches of Walker Evans and Robert Frank. The aim of this chapter is to

indicate the manner in which the personal perceptions of each photographer are

manifested in their particular approaches to documentary photography. Despite

similarities in their work such as, subjec; matter, the consequent impression each

creates in their images is attributable to the pictorial construction brought to bear

in the rendering of their photographs. In view of this assertion, issues such as

composition, lighting, camera angle, and the photographer's point of view are

examined with specific reference to the comment they inflect in their images.

Despite the difference in time, - 1930s and 1950s - what links their work and

places them in the documentary genre, is their respective treatment of moments of

conflict and change. They both reveal the effects of socio-political upheavals in

the lives of the individuals depicted in their photographs. In the work of Walker

Evans, the effect of the depression provided the content for much of his

photography. Robert Frank photographed scenes of American society taken

during the 19505. The fifties, unlike the thirties, were relatively prosperous times

for most Americans. There was an increase in household appliances, particularly
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TVs. H~i.I,singdevelopment increased, altering the urban landscape. and inter

state highways were constructed. The family car and single family home became

the norm. Though poverty persisted, affluence became more visible. However.

the political situation at that time was characterised by pessimlsm and fear.

". :for some politicians, hunting Reds became a passport to fame - to notoriety ...

It was the focal point of the careers of Wisconsin Senator Joseph R McCarthy; of

Richard Nixon during his tenure as congressman, Senator and Vice-President of

the United States; of several of Nixon's colleagues on the House Committee on

Un-American Activities (HUAC); of Senator Pat McCarran and other mMlbers of

the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee; of a phalanx of understudies at the

National, State and local levels." Similarities are also evident in the content of

their photographs, i.e .• cars, luncheonettes, graveyards and street furniture. The

subject matter which characterlses the work of documentary photographers

employed by the FSA; aspects of daily life, characteristic of many Americans.

However, Robert Frank enlarged on this subject matter. including images of

jukeboxes, flags, and roadside entertainment; elements (~sociated with 1950s

popular culture particularly.

The aims of Walker Evans and Robert Frank are parallel in that both attempted to

accurately reflect their perceptions of American society in their photographs. The

FSA's adherence to certain modes of presentation also provided Evans and Frank

with a model which they reacted against.

Their differences of approach to each other are most apparent in the pictor ial

construction of their Images, choice of camera, film speed and the position they

take up in the making of their photographs. In the presentation of their

photographs, their respective styles of photography are revealed as communicating

a personal attitude toward their subject matter. Their personal p~ceptions vary

greatly, aed are contingent on the manner in which they construct their images.
I

Photographs are afforded interpretations by viewers, providing cogent examples of

the diverse interpretations of what constitutes documentary photography.

SSRichard M Fried. Nightmare in Red, (New York: Oxfurd University Preee, 1990), p.3.
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Walker Evans's photographs illustrate certain char&..teristics which define his

particular style of photography, and reveal the manner in which he inflects

eo.nment about the situations he chose to photograph. In 1964 at a lecture at Yale
University, where Evans taught photography during the latter part of his career,

he spoke about the practice of documentary photography, defining it in these

words:

My thought f~ that the term 'documentary' is inexact, vague and even
gram;natically weak, as used to describe a style in photography which
happens to be my style. Further, that what I believe is really good in the
so-called documentary approach in photography is the addition of lyricism.

Further, that the lyric is usually produced unconsciously and even
unintentionally and accidentally by the cameraman - with certain .
exceptions. Further, that when the photographerpresses for the !

heightened documentary I he more often than not really misses it .. .. The
thing that I'm talking about has purity and a certain severity, rigour,
simplicity, directness, clarity, and it is without artistic pretension in a self-
conscious sense of the word. That's the base of it - they're hard and
firm...tI)

Evans indicates that the inadequacy of the term 'documentary photography' arises

from its use in describing his work, since it is also used to describe photographs

taken by the police in depicting a scene or a murder. He claims that while the

style of photography in these examples may be similar, the difference lies in their

application. He states that his images do not function in the same manner as

police photographs, which are intended to provide information, and that the term
documentary presupposes a knowledge of this distinction.

He develops this argument by referring to another aspect of his photography -

what he calls lyricism. Here there appears to be a conflict between his description

of the term lyricism, and his modus operandi. In his photographs, his selection,

editing, and the position he takes up in the making of the photograph are, I

believe, consciously employed and reveal aspects of his particular style of

photography, considerations which appear contrary to his statement that the 'lyric

69Walker B~~, 'Lyric Documentary', lecture at Yale, 1964, in Wal)&erEvans at Work, (London: Thames &
Hudson 1983), p.238.
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is ~ produced unconsciously and even unlntentionally and accidentally by the

cameraman .. .'10 For example, Bethlehem, (1936). [figure 6], depicts crosses and

industrial buildings; and the inclusion of cross shaped tops of telegraph poles

conveys'an ironic comment in this juxtaposition. The 'lyricalja this context is

linked to Evans's personal perception of the scene, and is commUnicated by his

interpretation of it in his photographs.
\1.

An aapect ot Evans' style is his etnpbasis on deliberation and mediation in the
\\

picture making process, as revealed in many of his photographs. This implies a
highly conscious attitude to the construction of his pictures, and which seems to go

against nOtions of the a.ccidental, or unconscious, which he claims is the terrain of

the lyric in photography, as employed by him. This is endorsed by Jack Delano,

'l:think Walkor Evans?:s was a very studied and classic approach " . .'11

Since the term lyricism is one more closely associated with poetry than

photography, an aD.alogy will be drawn to clarify this point further. Language is

considered a system, the basic aim of which is denotative communication, but

whose units can be used to convey a richer significance, a more personal

expression. 'Is it not the function of poetry to establish another world - another

world that corresponds to other possibilities of existence, to possibilities that

would be most deeply our own?,72 The theories of Roland Barthes, Nelson

Goodman, and Julia Kristeva illustrate that language is part of the domain of

communication, but can also be defined by certain literary 'styles', which could be

said to be an expression of the author's perception, for example, Ernest

Hemingway, and James Joyce. In much the same way, Evans uses the constraints

which govern photography as tools for communicating his personal expression.

70. ,"walli:et Evans at WUrk, p.238.

71Richard Doud. Transcrlpt of an interview with Jack and Irene Delano, (Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, June 12,
1985), p.lS.

72Pau1 Ricoeur, ~: Multi-disciplinary Studies of the Creation of Meaning in Language,
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1975), p.241.
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6. Walker Evans. B~ehOOlc 1936.73

7~ Bv!l.j)S at Work. p.l22.
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This parallel between language and photography is also postulated in the writings

of Alan Trachtenberg and Lincoln Kirstein. Both observe l\ complicity between

literary style and photographic style in the work of Evans. 'What Flaubert did for

the novel, then a despised form, Evans would do for photography' .74

Trachtenberg states that both concentrated on developing a personal style in their

work, imposing exacting demands through their means of communication, 'The

literariness of American Photographs begins in its title' .75 'Walker Evans' ~ye is

a poet's eye. It finds collaboration in the poet's voice'."
, \

Evans's observations of the work of Atget also reinforces this analogy between

poetic and photographic expression, •... his [Atget'sjJyrical understanding of the

street, trained observation of it, special feeling for patina, eye for revealing detail,

over all of which is thrown a poetry which is not the 'poetry of the street,' or 'the

poetry of Paris, but the projection of Atget's person' .77

It could be argued that these are the exceptions of which Evans speaks, however
these issues constitute some of the major considerations which make up Evans's

style. One could also argue that if lyricism was produced unconsciously or

particularly as he says, unintentionally, then the photographer's 'hand' in the

making of the work would be deemed minimal. The consideratlons that

photographers bring to bear, like camera angle, lighting and composition in the

picture making process involve certain decisions and choices, and testify to the

artist's intentions in making the image. In the absence of these considerations, the
picture would be relegated to the level of a 'snapshl,lt'. 18

74Ala!~ Trachtenberg, Reading American Photognwhs, pp.239-40.

75Tral~htenberg, Reading American Photographs, p.239.

7llwaJ.ker Evans, American Photographs, (New York: Museum of Modem Art, 1938), p.194.

77Trachtenberg, Reading American PhotOlITlIph§,p.237.

7SSNAPSHOT. A quick or hurried short taken without deliberate aim. Shorter Oxford English Dictionary. The
term came into general use in the 18809 and IS associated with photographs made with simple hand cameras by amateurs,
The word also signifies the intention behind the making of the picture - it is intended as II. record of a person, place or
event, and made with no artistic pretensions or commercial considerations. Brian Coe and Paul Gatea, The Snapsh.9;t:
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Walker Evans was born in St Louis in 1903. He went to New York in 1927 and

in 1928 commenced a career in photography. His early works were primarily

observations of street life, and his approach at this time was based on impressions

attempting to be descriptive. For example, the stseet scenes taken in New York

City 1928-1929. Strong shadow patterns, geometric shapes, and the use of high

contrast characterise these r:~ures and reveal the infiuence-of avant-garde
European photographs of the 1920:), which Evans bad seen on,» ~it to Eut0pe.

In his writings in the early 19308, Evans reveals his admiration f~>rthe work bf
i/I

photographers such as Paul Strand and Eugene Atget. '1 came f.t{m.'lS8 that picture

of Strand's blind woman and that really bowled me over. ...Thaes the stuff,

that's the thing to do .. :79 The impression their \'{i?rk had on him, their

concerns and the dispassionate view which characterises their images was useful to

him in defining his own goals, often challenging existing models of photography.

Buti3vans defines his own style of photograpby within the limite; of the medium

itself, thereby breaking with the convention of 'art' photography of his

predecessors, Alfred Stieglitz and Edward Waston. Stieglitz's photographs appear

closer to painting, - a consequence of the albumin process which created a blurred

and painterly effect in his photographs. Weston's photographs are perceived

within a senslhility refined by painting; texture, composition and spatial tension.

'It is a photograph but we read it as a painting' .80 The severity, austerity and

rigour which characterise Evans' pictures coincide with his professed aims of the

practice of ,'1hotography and display his adherence to its constraints. It is this

recognition of the properties of photography, rather than the tradition of painting

through which he defines his expression.

The rise of popular photography 1888-1939, (London; Ash and Grant, 1977), p.6.

7~er to Hanna Skolle, in Walker Eyap§ at Work. p.24.

80Bdmundo Deeaoes. 'Cub! Made M~ SQ', in Marshall Blonsk.Y. (00) On Signs, (Great Britain: Hull Blaokwell
1985), p.396.
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In 1930 he began to ~hotograph nineteenth centucy 'ili.lerican houses, at Lincoln
"

Kil'Stein's instigation." Evidence of his direct and austere approach to

photography is revealed in these images - an aspect which remained consistent in

his approach to photography throughouc his career, and which he used during his

involvement with the FSA. In 1933 he was employed to take photographs in Cuba

for Carleton Beals's book The r:rime of CUba. (1933), and in 1934 he was

commissioned to photograph the Museum of Modern Art's collection of •Afri~h.:.

Negro Art'.
\\
\

From 1935 to 1937 he was employed as a photographer for the Farm Security

Administration. Walker Evans's contribution to the project was enormous, and in

(ieveloping his own documentary style, he challenged the boundaries of ~e
documentary approach, and to some extent, Stryker's noOO118of it. During the

time that he was employed by the organisation, he maintained a degree of

independence from it. His photographs, and his intentioi'lS in making them are

disti:llct from the majority of photographs produced for the FSA by other
/,
1/

photographers. As he says, 'I think I was phnt:,Qgraphingagainst fu~ :'fYle of the

time. against salon photography, against beauty ~~otography, against art

photography .... I was a maverick outsider'. 82

Th~~\FSAprovided the material conditions for his activities, rather than its purpose

or rationale - at least as far as Evans was concerned. His involvement with the

FSA was helpful to him in defining his own intentions as a photographer, and his

collaboration in the project gave rise to his book Am(h";can Photoln'SWhs, pL.ntished

in 193fs: In this book the sequence of images i~\intended to communicate certain

themes, for instance interiors/exteriers, and American architecture. The pictures

are characterised by a consistent point of view. and his interest in social

information, the vernacular culture of American society, is communicated as a

further theme in the book. The gloss of objects, like rocking chairs and wood

81Lincoln Kirstein was director of the Museum of Modem Art, New York.

82Paul Cummings. Tape-recorded interview with Walker Evans, (October 13, 1971)~Cpp.llli2. T~ript,
Archives of American Art.
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fir~~ stoves are used as indicators of their utilitarian function. 'People and their

artifacts are mutually possessed by each other'. 83 Much of the content of these
pictures is similar te the subject matter commissioned by the FSAr like

Sharecroppers, street scenes and interiors of houses, but it also includes

phQtoJp."'Phstaken in Cuba in 1933 as well as pictures of buildings, verifyin~, his

interest in American architecture.

In 1938 an exhibition of Evans's work was shown at the Museum of Modern Art,

accompanied by the monograph American PbotQlUaalha.

Thtf FSA owned the pictures he made, but did not control his me of them. It

'intUitbe noted that 'the publication ~i£au Phototn_ iE in no sense a product

of the FSA. In the introductory note to'tl;.e book, Evans relinquishes all ties with

political orianisations~. He states, 'the pictures are preseflted without sponsorship

or connectlos with ttfe ~~licies" aestbetic or political of any of the institutiom
C:.I

pub licatiollS or government agmlcies for which some of the work has been

By 1940 he had left the FSA and began to pursue his interest in the tenant farmer

series, commissk ..~ by EottlJ,ne and later publ~f91edin L~ U, NQ~ Prai3e
.'!

Famous Men.

From 1945 to 1965 h'i was employed as the only staff photographer for Fortune.

His work was presented in the magazine as 'artistic features', much like the style

of the photo - essay adopted by ~ magazine at the time. He also controlled the

selection and layout of his Images. The sequence of images, which he used

initially in AmeriCan l?bP.taatiWlli was a dialectic he continued'io employ in

subsequent years in Fortune.

83Max Kozloff 'Signa of Li&ht. Walker Bvanl' Amerloon Photographs'. t\rt{Qrum. Vol 27, April 1989, p.llS.

8"walker Evans, American PhotQ&lJRbl, unpaainated.
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By 1970 he was making numerable photographs of sign boards, subjec; m~aer

which was used in images from America.n..fl1rJtQgraphS. 'fur example, lsigence
£hotQ-SnuUo, (1934) [figure 7] and Sid~Walk ana ShQP From. ~£ QrlEOOl&,
(1933) [figun~ 8} verifying his interest in linguistic and visual notations. In this

way, he dra~s attention to the photographic act of remaking the image, the

subsequent presentation, indiClit~ the pictures as a part of .his own ironic
'--<.:..~ -, .:

construction.

In the composition of his pictures, vertical arid horizontal elements are

photographed parallel to the picture plan. thereby communicating stillness in. the

image, for example, ~~Yalk and Shop Front, New Orleans. [figure 8]. The

shop front is taken parallel to the picture plane. The doorwsy n1Pc:tions as a

frame within a frame, and the striped pole and striped facade fieig'lten the

symmetry of the image. Using the pictorial construction of the pioture, Evans

emphasises his attitude to the subject. The predominance of eye-level vantage

points encourages a sense of balance and rectillnearity. He strove for clarity of

representation, rarely photographing from extremely high or low angles, nor did

he use strong lightini techniques for creating dramatic effects. Rather he

preferred natural lighting, often waiting,f,or precise lighting conditions when the

texture of objects was most evident. In this way .ie was able to heighten

photographic detail in his photographs. His images communicate order and

balance. His subjects were never chosen for their inherent drama, but rather as

cultural and historical referents and for the pictorIal logic he wanted them to

satisfy.

His consistently frontal approach anchors his subjects within the photograph,

emphasising the sense of order conveyed ill the image; At a time of political

Chc10::, Evans gave a sense of physical stability to what he photographed. This is

typical of both the exterior photographs of streets, like Main Street B~, Selma,

Alabama, (1936), [figure 9] and interior scenes, such as 1Yashstaruj and Kitchen Qf
Floyd BurrQI.HWs·hornQ, Hale Country, Alabama, Summer, 1936', [figure 10].

These photographs, taken from a middle distance vlsw, exemplify his objectivity



8. Walker Evans. Sklewllk Md ShQPiFmnt ..New OrllMlllS. 1933.86

85.eVRnS, A:awjoan 'fbo1QfU'JPb~, Part 1, Illustration No. 1.

8~van8 • .:\iua:i9a.n PbQtom.uhs. Part 1. Illustration No.5.
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of treatment, what he terms the 'non-appearar .ce of an author'. J7 It is these

qualities in Walker Evans' photographs which Stryker believed were the elements

of the doctrine of documentary photography as established. by the Farm Security

Administration. In these images Evans acknowledges the existence of the viewer,

but he does not seek to emphasise the latter's physical proximity or possible

intrusion into the scene he records. The paraphernalia of jugs, towels and chairs

elaborate on the existenc?e of the subject. The objects in these interiors create a

perception of the personal space inhabited by the individual. In the interiors

which are absent of a subject, the presence of a viewer is the implied subject of

the scene. It is also significant that images of this sort, interiors absent of a

subject, were particular to Walker Evans. His pictures of billboards, junkyards,

signs, main streets, walls and rooms served to enlarge the usable visual tradition

in photography, the subject matter of the ubiquitous and the typical which he

defined as part (if the subject matter of the documentary genre.

He often photographed several versions of a scene, using differing lenses or

cameras. He became aware that the position the photographer takes up in the

making of an image determines the photographer's understanding of his subject or

scene. For example, by standini back from the subject. or by using a wide angle

lens. the subject ean be domlnatoo by or function in relation to his environment.

Alternatively, by moving closer to the subject - by allowing him to fill the whole

frame of the picture, the audience's attention is focused on the subject and details

like eyes. nose and mouth are emphasised. For example, Alabama Cotton Ienant
Farmer Wife, (1936) [figure 11].

At a time when smaller, easier to handle cameras were becoming popular, with

faster shutters and film speeds, Evans t)referred the 8" If}!O'' view camera. 'The
,\ ..._'

large fOrnlat camera is co~id6red to be the trademark of Evans' technique' ,8S In

many of his images, the subjects are formally arranged for the picture, iroplyjug a

87Leslie Katz. 'Interview with Walker Evans'. ~riI!!l, Vol 59, March 1971, p.83.

88J•eslie Baier. 'Visions of Faa~;nati()n and Despair: The Relationship between Walkei' Evans and Robert
Frank'. Art Journal, Vol 41, Spring 1981,. p.SS.
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9. Walker Evans. Main Stre~t 131ock, Sf?lnw. AliWMlll. :,)36.'~

10. Walker Evans. WMb~tand and Kitcben of Floyd ijlJ,[fOllihs'
Home. li3le Country. Alabama. 1936.90

a~vanB, American Pho!.Ograpbs, Part 2, Illustration No. 30.
C)

90James Curtis. Miru;l', BYG.MjruI's Truth. (philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989), pAl.
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sense of occasion associated with having a family photograph taken. They are

rarely engaged in activities nor do they interact with one another. Rather their

attention is directed towards the camera, thereby implying the formality of the

situation. This can be attributed to the large format camera. The camera was

cumbersome to move, placed on a tripod, the height of which would have to be

adjusted. A separate saeet of film would be loaded for each picture, and a light

reading would have to be taken off the subject prior to the making of the picture.

Thus the large format camera demands a slow and painstaking approach. It is for

this reason that his subjects are never taken off guard, and this distinguishes his

photographs from those of photographers who use smaller hand held cameras, for

example Robert. Frank and Helen Levitt. It is indicative of his method of

deliberation and mediation.

~\

It must be acknowledged that he might have to set up the tripod in a mnnber of
1/

positions, until he was satisfied with the view he had chosen. That view would

include or exclude certain 'elements which would communicate his interpretation of

thi\ ~cene, for example, Alttbwna Tenant Fanner Family Singing H;am!l. (1936).

[figure 12], The inclusion of a wooden clapboard house in the background rafm

to a specific example of American architectural construction and also refers to the

subject's environment. Here Evans draws attentio:'~to situations which are

specifically American, verifying one of the book's themes, tha, "'ley are indeed

American photographs.

In ~etUs Now Praise FQ,1P.ousMen, Evans abandons the seemingly dispassionate
middle-distance vantage point and cool tonalities that characterised the

architectural street scenes of American Photoara,phs in favour of close-ups of

Sharecroppers: In these portraits the subjects are. aware of the camera and often

stare directly at tt. Thus they insist on direct examination of the subject. These

images make explicit the complicity between the subject and Evans. •Any portrait

photograph is the material tnii!e of a lived through transaction between

photographer and subject. But the relationship between these two protagonists - -

- the one behind and the other in front of the camera - is typically predicated on

an uneven distribution of power. The subject is made to pose and perform like a



12. Walker Evans. Alabama Tenant FJLtUlerfamily Sin!dng J-I.vmn§.
1936.92

91Evans, Americap Photom,phs, Part 1, Illustration No. 14.

9:i!Evans, American Photographs, Part 1, I111.l3tra.tiouNo. 22.
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marionette as the photokrapber brlnp hiDl or her into pictorial ~'.93 For

example, AlAbwa Cot!Qn Iergmt Panner Ylifn, (1936), [figure 11]. The

woman'(f direct stare both engages the vie\\'er and keeps him at bay. Her look is

scepttca1. r.jerh~ps hostile. This is significant in that many FSA images are

characterised by frontality in the taking of the picture. This 'look' was intended

to endorse their notions about poverty, light, exploitation and geomett.Y~ 'Their

pictures wert- ')fi:en used as propaganda for the agency. but it was propaganda in

the btst ~mse .. thm is, me photogzaphs focused attention on real proble:nll and

hintOO at real solutions t,94 In thii imag~Evans seerus to go agalnit the imentions
<~;-" --

'\1

of the FSA in order t:bat his images would not be ~andist and also to
'''II, I

communicate the dignity of his subjec~, despite their po~erty.

Althou.gh tlie purpose \)f the FSA. was political, to Evans it w'as an opport.unity to
"Y ji

take photographs inaependently ('Jf editors, clients and bureaucrats. He &ta.tes. 'I

didn't like the looel that I unecnsclcusly earned of being a social protest artist. I

nev~ took it upon myself to change the world'.95 Evans remains routed in the

documentary genre because of the subject matter he selected and his professed

objectivity ~what is inescapable, however, is his personal lnter.enttoa in the

photograph.

Robert Frank has long acknowledged that his aims and ~chievements in ~

Americans owed much to the example of Walker Evans. He claimed that Evans's

photographs, in the publications, American PhQtOmw.m (1938) and l&t Us NoW

~e Fwous MM (1941), had most influenced him. it is in the structure of.lhe
f_,;_'

Americana that the influence of Walker Evans' books is most apparent. However,

their respective styles of photography are radicall~) different.

il
93David Joselit. 'The Pqwer of the Portraitist'. Art in America, Vol 79. September 1990, p.ISO,

94H 1 .uney, p.ix.

95walker EVIIllI. 'The Thing Itself is Such a Secret and so Unapproachable' . .ImI&. Vol 17. No 4, Deoctnbor
1974, p.14.
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The works of European photographers such as Bill Brandt, Bras.aI, and Henri

Cartier-Bresson are also significant; he borrowed and extended their thetl1C1S to

reflect his own responses to the atmosphere of postwar America in.Iti
Americans. In bis photographs. Frank: reflects the uneasines~ which characterised

those times- Cold War anxieties contributed to the rise of anti-communism.

Identification of communists via witch hunts instilled fear in many people;

politically and socially a growing pre-eecupedon with anti-communism came to be

reflected in.every niche of American culture. Artists, actors and wrltees ware the

~t of many such investigations. Art itself Wa3 vulnerable, and some styles

were labelled subversive. George Dondero. a conservative Michigan Republican,

explained in 1949 that 'expressionism, abstraetionlsm, (sic) futurism, dadaism and

cubism were the same subversion-on-canvas used to sap Ru3Bia's old regime and

now plied by Lenin's heirs against other nstiona'. He felt that MQ;;lern art WM

comnmniJt beesase it was not accessible to the masses and it did not reveal the
I

pO&itiyll!aspects of society, 'our cheerful smiling people, and our great l:Wlte1ial

progress. Art which does not portray our beautiful country in plain. simple terln$

that everyone can understand breeds dissatisfaction. Its creators and promoters are

our enemies' .Q6

Conservatives, in the fifties, regarded President Roosevelt's New 0001 policies at

best as restricting entrepreneurs and free enterprise, and at worst, Fascist and

Communist. The HUAC was convinced that Communist Party Headquarters were

intimately linked to the New Deal's inner sanctums, This was clearly not the

~~rception of the photographers who worked for the FSA at that time. Jack

D~~no states in 'an interview with Richard Doud: ' ... speaking for myself, I felt
Ii

that I was part of an orgamsation which was basically interested in the cultural

values of America, which had notlling to do with politics but had to do with the

Americ • tradition, with the bad things, the good things, the difficulties, the

problems, the joys and inspirations and everything that went with it'.V1

96pricd, p.31.

97Doud, p.14.



TIle anxiety and tensions of the time are a major focus in Frank's work, and it is

perhaps not surprising that his book The Americans. published in 1959. and which

exhibits his personal perception and expressive technique to communicate those

undercurrents, was considered an attack on American patriotism and decency.

Robert Frank was born in Zurich in 1924. Living in Switzerland during the 1920s

and 19308 Frank admits was a difficult time. ' .. .if Hitler invaded Switzerland,

that would be the end' .98 He read ilia work of writers such as Andre Malraux,

Jean Paul Sarte ,H~ Albert Camus. It was their presentation of lives connected to

social and political movements which influenced him greatly.

He first worked as an apprentice for a commercial photographer, H Segesser in

Zurich. From 1942-45 he worked for three other photographers and a film

company, before moving to Paris. It was there that he produced a book entitled

~ fotO&which included portralts, landscapes, reportage, and studio still lives.

This book demonstrated Frank's skills as a commercial photographer, but there is

little anticipation of the style that would characterise his work during the 1950s,

for instance, extreme camera angie, dramatic lighting conditions and prominent

use of grain in his prints. It was on the strength of this work that he was

employed by Alexey Brodovitch at Harper's Bazaar in 1947, the year he

emigrated to America,

If

Although he received recognition for his commercial work, he preferred to pursue

his own projects. This led him on a self-financed three month trip to Peru and

Bolivia. On his return, he continued to work commercially for Junior BsgW,

MCCalls'3 and other magazines. He was invited to join the Paris based picture

agency Magnum in 1950, but this was declined for a Guggenheim fellowship,

resulting in the publlcstlon IllS} Americans. Soon after this book was published

Frank ceased still photography, and directed films. These include Pull My Daisy

(1959), The Sin ofJe§us (1961), OK .end Here (1963), Me and My BrQt1Jer

(1965..(58),Lifli} Danges on ,.. (1980), and Home Lwroyt}ments (1985), a diaristic

98William S. Johnson. 'Public Statements !Private Views', in David Featherstone, (ed) Observations, p.88.
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video-tape. His photographs have been used on the album covers and sleeves of

the Rolling Stones records. Exits?QtLMain Street. and CQcksucker Blu~.

It is the publication ThfJ Amerisj()llSwhich most comprehensively displays Frank's

work in the genre of documentary photo~aphy, and the manner in which he

extends its parameters. His decision to make fllms was prompted by his feeling

that he would merely be repeating previously accomplished variations in still

photogra .y. The moving picture was for him a way of extending his vision. and

a new interest in multiple imagery began when he started making films.
Significantly, he focused on his own life and environment in his films, rather than

the urban scenes and strangers which characterised his subject matter in ~

~~. He describes his recent work as 'trying to show my interior against

the landscape I'm in'.w His approach to photography. as seen in The

Americans, is paralleled in such films as Lif\\} Dancey; On. which had no apparent

beginning or end, but rather appears as a slice of life, much like the fragmentary

quality of his stills.

InThe Ame~, Frank explored many of the subjects and themes that had

previously fascinated Evans; cars, luncheonettes, graveyarcls:l<~ street furniture.

But The Americans is by no means a pastiche of Evans' work. Frank transformed

the subject matter according to his own particular vision in order to create images

whose power stems from their combination of deliberate irony and unsettling

mystery. His pictures of jukeboxes, flags, politicians and roadside entertainment

indicate further subjects which are not used by Walker Evans, nor are they

associated with the content of FSA images. These he used to reflect aspects of

American s.ociety, such as, the jukebox which stands for popular music, the flag

stahds both as a symbol of unity and, in some cases, reflects the dislocation of

American life. For example, Fourth QfJuly" Jay, New York, depicts a patched
flag, implying a visual parallel for the disintegration of American society as he

perceived it.

99Anne WJlkes Tucker. 'It's the Misinformation that's Important', in Anne y..rJlkesTucker. (ed) Robprt Prank.
(Mm New York to Nova Scotia. (Boston: Little Brown and Company, and the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 1986),
p.l00.
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In much the same way as the FSA's objectives were to accurately record the

effects of the Depression during the 193(ls, Frank suggests in his statement of

intent in The AmeriCW a similar attitude to tmthfulness in the depiction of his

scenes of America. In the application fur the fellowship, Frank stated that his aim

was, 'To produce an authentic contemporary document, the visual impact should

be such 8.') will nullify explanation... My effort was to express it simply and

without confusion' .100 However, his style of photography varies greatly from

the images produced by Walker Evans, Dorothea Lange, Russel! Lee and other

FSA photographers.

In Evans's American Photom~s, and Frank's The Americans, both

photographers postulate what it is to be an American, and reflect their perceptions

of' Americanneas'. Evans recognised American traditions, values and prac"Jceg

which he communieates positively in his photographs. '1 think one of the things

that struck me F-O strongly about Walker Evans' work fur example, was how you

can see something which might seem ~~rdid, but see the beauty in it, and see Ii

composed in a beautiful way, so that the kind of photograph is an artistic

expression rather than merely a document of what happened to 00 in front of

everybody' .101 Robert Frank's pictures indicate a far more negative perception

of America. The subjects in his pictures appear alienated from one another and

the audience, either by physical or psychological barriers. Through the inclusion

of artificial lighting, pools of light and shadow exist 1:.'1 his pictures,

communicating a sense of gloom, for example, l!m: -New York City, (figure 13].

As Jack Kerouac observes in the Introduction to The Ameri!rlUlS. •After seeing

these pictures you end up finally not knowing any more whether a jukebox is

sadder than a coffm·.102 The idea of being an American, as distinct from

English or German fur example, was not clear and Frank capitalises on this aspect

of American society in his photographs, while Evans avoids it, i.e. Walker Evans'

10°Robert Prank. 'A Statement' !LS Camm, 1958, p.ll5, in Natilan LYCiiS. (.xl) Phot9graphers on
P!wtogrnphy. IiCritical Anthology, (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1966), p.66.

101Doud, p.lS.

102Robert Frank. The A,mcrigaM, (NeI,V York: Aperture, 1959), p.5.
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inclusion of images of b~boards refer to popular American imagery and in the
/1

case of Tom MQvie ~ (1930). the letters S A are implicit of the abbreviation
/~/

USA, and also denote locales. Images ,qf \~ '\ away top seil i5 a sign of erosion,", \ ' .'a freshly made grave if a child, the sign ofa p.., mature death. Architecture aJlil
V~, ~

, ( the facial features of his subjects denote signs of a more vast landscape.

In Robert Frank's publication, the photographs are metaphoric, communicating his

despair, 'a car is a casket, a trolley a prison, a flag a shroud' ,103 Images oif cars

are uss(')ciated with the presence of new highways and service itatlons. ThM)
, ~~

indicat~ how the American landscape was altered during the 19508 and imply the
u \

constant mobility which took place. As Frank himself observes, "Blis is a land ili
whicll people are s~iIl camping, instead of long ngo settled. In the 1950&the,\
automobile dOminat\! the Amerlcaa Scene. It/;<ras every family's first\~j)r

"" \Jpossession. It offered tr~ortation. ,s.tatus, recreation; shelter and escaPe.
/-:;'~«~ ,

Stickers and dangling obj~cts t~ertiSed political and religiOus beUds' .104

Evans concentrates on as,P"""r''''f American life which define American traditio:as
". 'c, I!

and conventions. 'for examf.;\" ... e way of lify' . ;lI~architecture, the decoration of

tibuses. Frank, on the eontrary~?recognised and depicted the continual mobility of \\

the people, and the lack of American traditions that seemed .to threaten the order

of society. The increase of foreign immigrants in the nineteenth and early

twentieth century changed America dramatically. Thus Frank's images testify to

the examination and the re-~amination of the nation's character. The title of his

book implies a specific group of people, unified geographically, and by common

cultural symbols, like the flag. However, through his photographic style, the

tilting of the camera and his printing style, he communicates a sense of the

disparity of American society. 'Even when signs appear, to denote other PUrpl)SI:)8

103Tod Papageorge. 'Walker Evans and Robert Frank: An Essay on Influence', Exhibition Catalogue, (New
Haven: Yale University Art Gallery, 1981), p.8.

1°"'ruoker, p.95.
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(as they would in Evans), they exist here only to incriminate the make up of the

culture and people's acceptance of: it'.HIO

The frontal Image, contained by the limits of the frame, which characterises

Evans' work is dispensed with by Frank. Subjects are positioned at the edges of

the frame, frequently cut off by it, because of the angle he takes up in the making

of the picture, Photographic detail, which characterise Walker Evans'

photographs. is substituted for blurred silhouettes. This is the result of the use of

high speed film in low lighting condiiibns which creates a grainy picture. By

consistently tilting the camera, verticals in the picture converge, ~d the

subsequent impression is' one Of disorder. Combined. with exaggerated. grain and

$h~low depth of field, the ominous quality of the subject is conveyed, for

example, llm:-Gallup, New Mexico (1955) [figure 14]. nJi;~iilio\~etteof the

figure on the fight looms 1liove the eye level of the viewer, and the facial features

of the figure in the background are obscured by the shadow of his hat.

Unlike Evans, his subjects do not seem to be aware of his presence, they do not

iNeract with h lm, nor therefore with the viewer. In many of his photographs the
\'

viewer iL made aware of events beyond the camera's field of vision. Frank
\

dem~rrateiy calis attention to the viewer's presence in order to frustrate, not only
II

the vh~wer's att~mpt at participation, but also their ability to understand the scene
\1

depict~t In 6n.RQyte from New York to WMhiuzton, Club Car. [figure 15], the
\'.

slightly biurred backs of two men loom large in the foreground and act as barriers

to the viewer's Involvement in their private conversation. In ~ - HQbo}s,ml.

[Figure 161 the parade itself is not depicted, thus preventing the viewer's

involvement in the activity which takes place. The subject in this image is also

prevented from i1articipating in the event, since her vision of it is obscured by the

American flag. Where the aim of the FSA was one of information, Frank, in his

images, seems to subvert the photographic act into one of exclusion. 'He

repeatedly appears to be attempting to find a way to make a statement which uses

the presumed authority of the camera image, its implicit claim to capture not only

1(115MaxKozloff. 'Signs of Light. W.\lker Evans' American Photographs'. p.llS.
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14. Robert Frank. 13ar~GWlug,New Mexico. 1955.107

15. Robert Frank. I;:nRoute from Ney( Yjrkto Was!1ington. Chili
!:,ar 108

107 . ::
Prank • .1Jl2 Ameti9All§. p.69.
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the surfaces but the deeper essence of the external world, to articulate an authen\fc
personal response' ,109

In this way, Frank comments on his impression of America at that time; a time of
'-'

implicit distrust, political upheaval and an examination into un-Americaa activkies.

When Th~ Amer,~ was first published in 195',~,it was not favourably received,

although one critic, James M Zanutto, concedes fuat Frank had a stroni point of
view, Jack ~l'ooac's introduction to the book is extremely positive, almost

I i ~,-", ,/

anticipating the criticism that would be levelled ait it, he criticises the critics,

,Anybody doesnt like ,these pitchers dont like potty, see? Anybody dont like
potry go home see Television shots of big hatted cowboy being tolerated by kind

horse~·.lI1J The response to Evans' book, by contrast, was poslt1ve, Thomas

Dabney Mabry wrote that the work poS8esS~ 'a power which 1VaaI8 a potential

order and morality at the vel'}' moment that it picf.tU'esthe ordinJ,y, the vulgar,
and tbe casually corrupt'. 111 It ill througb COllllllents such 8.S these that the range

of EvllUS' subject matter is indicated; and this could be one of the reasons critics

condemned Frank's work as 'one-sided' and propagandist. Arthur Goldsmith

comments that it lsnor about America, and that the prints are flawed by grain,

blur and muddy exposures, He states tha.t his impression of the book is

sloppy ,112However. Jack Kerouac's exclamation, in the Introduction to .I.lu2
Am?rjcj}.llS conflicts with Goldsmith's view, "Ihr-humor, (sic) the sadness, the

EVERYTHING -ness and American -ness of these plcturesl'v'"

101'lChar~C'.sHager 'Candid Camera'. Artfgrum. Vol 2<4-,Summer 1986. p.116.

110Prank, Tho Americans. p.9.

p.15-16.
111John Szarkowski, AmcriCJ,n fhgtQgmuh!, Bxhibition catalogue, (New York: Museum of Modern Art. 19'1.5),

112H M Kinzel ane Arthur Goldsmith. Review of The MeQcan" in 'An Off Beat View of the USA', hl'I'Jckor
HJ·36-37.

113p nk III A' "I'll ,,,4 ~eClCB.!1ll, p....



16. Robert Frank. ~ ..Hoboken.!"

114prank. Ib.£.Am«ic&nA. P.13.
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This, ironically is Frank's modus opera.ndit the means by which be communicates

his fragmentary view. It owes much to the Intellectual atmosphere of the time,

~timul&tef.lby American Abstract painting, an influence attributed to the Armoi}

Show, of 1913. 'It excited the young painters and sculptors, awakened thJt~
fresh possibilities, and created in the public at large a new image of modernity.

il

Paintings which had only a vague connection with visible nature were exhibited

for the first time, and were recognised as 'a direct means of conveying feeling ... :

the image acquired Ul aspect of fantasy or of some obscure region of

thought' . 1105 Instead of giving an account ~~fAmerica, as Evans did, he provides

only glirapses aDd impressions of it. Max Kozloff ObSf:;~'that America was

Frank's 'adopted' country. this being one of the reasons he could make such a

statemet'\t about it. As a European, he is able to make a personal statement which

is as much about America as his inability to connect with the country. Thus a
fundamental difference 18 revealed between the two photographers. TIu;, older
Evans identifies strongly with the culture, revealing his ties to the country, the

younger photographer criticises the country of his adoption, ruld by implication

Evans vlew of it. As if ID.lticipatingthe criticism that would be levelled at ~

Americans, Frank comments in hi~.stateml~nt of intent, that 'opinion often consist
of a kind of criticism' .116 His bna.ges contrary to Evans, confirm thl~

dejectedness and estrangement he himself felt. His view. unlike Evans's. is

cynical.

Despite similarities in the subject matter and the structure of thelr publleations,

and their firm routing in the documentary genre, the analysis of their stylistic:

differences serves to indicate the diversity of ex~ression of each of the artists.

Robert Frank, through bis photographic style. challenged the boundaries of

photography, and thereby extended its expressive possibilities. Ho was able to

.dispense with the clarity of photographic detail. the dispassionate mlddle-dlstance

11~eyerShapiro. MQdqm AJ1. 12th and ZQ!hj~) (London: Chatto and WUldua, 1978), p.136.

116prank •• A'Statement' in LYOIlS, p.66.
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view. and expressive facial feaD,tl'CS. adopted by Evatl3 to C011'i~atte his
/' ,,~~ . . ~i

peroaptlon of the thirties. Instead. Frank provides an alternative to Evans' views

by utilising blurred silhouettes and Btrong lighting which he.used to serve his own I

expressive purposes. In so dolng, he makes his counterswement a criticism of the

older artist's work. ill these diffm'ences are some of the limits and dlstinctiona of
("I

the term doewnemary photography as it evolved during the 19308.
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CllAPTER3

DAVID GOLDBLA'IT AND BOB GOSANI

The criteria and context which characterised documentary photography of 1930s

America, and which influenced Evans and Frank, is pertinent to the examination

of the work of David Goldblatt and, Bob Gosani.

Photographs by David Goldblatt and Bob Gosani have been selected in order to

reveal their perceptions of similar and differing aspects of South African society.

David Goldblatt deals with a range of subjects of varying application, such as

envlronments in Sow~"':;::-Uietransportation network from KwaNdebele to Pretoria
(I

and middle class life in Boksburg. Bob Gosanl's work differs in that he
t;

photographed aspects of his own people, culture and society exclusively for Dnliu.
Both present to the viewer an historical depiction of South Africa, :bvt rather than

an objective record, each communicates their personal style of photography.

David Goldblatt was born in Randfontein>!~\930. He matriculated in 1948 at

Krugersdoip High School and 8ubsequen~Jbrked for a photographer. He was

interested in magazine photograph~'f arid imp{~.ssedby the picture magazines ofthe
1\

time: ~,Pi~ture Post and ~)) It W:iS his intention to become a magazine

photographer when he left school. Howev~.!, magazine photography was virtually

unknown at that time, and i(was only 10 i~ars later that he commenced a CareeI>'
i'

as a professional photographer. He became Associate Editor of ~ magazine,

and subsequently worked for~, South Africa, and later ~ International.

At that time he was photographing and recording Afrikaners and mine workers,
. ~

resulting in the publications, Some Afrik~rs Photographeg and Qn tIle Mines.

In thE: seventies he worked on a number of projects. one of which was in Soweto.

Another was the white middle class environments of Johannesburg's northern

suburbs and Hillbrow, and in the early 19808 he was engaged with the midq)e
,{

class white community of Boksburg which resulted in the publication In llr,}k,burltt.

'They were a latter-day exposition of the same underlying values and world view



of what I knew of Randfontei.J! when I grew up there' ,111 More recently. ~

I1JUl3gorted was published, which is a photogrt:lprirl:essay on homeland transport.

Goldblatt describes his work as 'critical obseJ'{~Jion', as distinct from 'social

documentary photographv", Goldblatt sees 'social documentary" as the work of

photographers who are concerned with exposing social conditions. Particuhn'j

those of the poor. He believes that its intention is to change those conditions for
\

the bette, ;118 That kind of photography, he states. has a propagandist value,

~lhp1ta 'good' one. Beaumont Newhall,cdefined 'documentary photography' in

r. ~ 'factual' records made for 'definite sociological purposes ... '119 In this

respect Goldblatt's opinion about the documentary genre closely resembles

Evans's, as Y,i.1icatedin the previous chapter. It is the candldate's contention that

Goldbla.tt's pU1}losefulness, as exhibited in his construction of:Unag'6S and his

austere pf'esentation of images is the result of Evans's influence. Mthlyof

~~ldblatt:'s statements and opinions about his own work are frequently, similar to

f., Evans', Both re}~!he term documentary photography for describing

melt work. 120 (/ Both have a preference for an image which is hard and firm; 121

.expressed by Goldblatt as a preference for images which are 'lean'. However, his

admiration for other photographers, such as Eugene Atget, Paul Strand, Edward

Weston, Lee Friedlander, and Alfred Stieglitz, must also be acknowledged as

lesser influences.

While Goldblatt accepts that photographs might record historYJ·~tt.il~y are in a

sensrfu:,e~lJ.lIents', he believes that there is a prevalent subjective element, which

is h~ vislon, big understanding and his perception. It Is th... elem_ which,h.

uses\<> inflect comment in his photographs. He states that his work has to do

117Joyce Ozynski. 'Joy~ Ozyn&ki Interviews David OoIdblatt'. h'JUl, 1st and 2nd Quarters, 1990, p.lO.

11Swtll!am Kentridge. 'Interview ,J@h.»avid Ooldblatt'. chl . 'f Production, (Great Britain, 1986).
~.. .

11~I'II.chtenberg, RS!I!4ingAmericlIl Pil~tomtili!, p.190.

121cf. Chapt~r 2, p.33.
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with social conditions, but his concerns are with the nature and underlying values

of the social milieu rather than with the exposure of those conditions. This

statement, however, is at variance with the w&lt_~~~roduces • since his concerns

are with the preconditions of struggle. His subject matter, Afrikaners, the people

of KwaNdebele, and images taken in Soweto are strongly related to prevailing

social conditions, the result of Verwoerdian legislation and its effect on South

African society. It is those distinctions between Afrikaner, White and Black

communities which he defines in his photographs. The content which he focuses

on is inseparable from the meaning generated.

Ivor Powell states of. Goldblatt's work that it is a self-consciously detached

documentary style. Powell observes. 'David Goldblatt is not just a documentarist.

In~ra.rumQm<l he has - in much the same way as he did years ago in his book

.on...tb§ Mines - created an overwhelming metaphor and mood by purely formal

means' ,122 Steven Watson states, 'His work as a whole goes to show that there

is as much, if not more, evidence of the condition of a culture in a study of a

Vlbracrete waH - in the malady of its face - brick texture - as there might be in the

action shot of a hurled brick. Like very few others before him, he strikes one as

actually having looked at the evidence of South African lives "., He is in fact the

finest cultural historian we possess' ,123

In both these quotes, Powell and Watson suggest that Goldblatt's work inflects

social comment in the kinds of images he produces. Both imply that his work

contains the photographer's subjective response and attitude, and is not only

passive documentation. Steven Watson reveals Goldblatt's propensity for

observing subjects in an inactive rather than active state. It is this quality which is

one of the hallmarks of Goldblatt's style. Another characteristic which Powell and

Watson identify is the inclusion of objects or elements which stand as metaphors,

and which communicate specific meaning within the photographic image: thus

122Ivor Powell. 'The Chillingly ordinary plight of the nightriders', Wo.pkly Mail, Augl'st 11-18 1989, p.24.
Ivor Powell ill a journalist and art o1itic for The Weekly Mail.

1~3Stevert Wa.tson. 'A version of Melancholy'. lYlli 1st and 2Pr qU'Mrs, 1990, p.38.
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iG1.entifyingGoldblatt's propensity fOT focusing on quintessential features about the

,
societies he photographs.

What excites him, he states, is the way the photograph comes to stand for what is

~t there, confirming the 'documentary' quality of the photograph, suggesting that

photographs imply some degree of truth. 'It's not something I do with my hand

as a painter, it's not something that I do with my mind as a writer, it's something

that happens by way of 8. photographic process, which requires that the film take

on itself some aspect of reality out there which is inexorably [elated to that

reality' .1:14 It is this notion of truthfulness which characterises the genre of

documentary photography. 'Photographic documents isolated and defined

actuality; they possessed, a quality of authenticity that led to their use as

evidence' .125 Farm Se&rrity Administration phorographers' intentions differ

from those of Goldblatt's since their images attempted to appeal to the viewer, and

thus alter the plight of the subjects. Goldblatt states that he does not think that his

pliv10graplu; are politically effective, and that they are incapable of d;umi.W.g the

manner in which people behave. 126

In an interview with WUliam Kentridge, Goldblatt comments that photography for

him was a way of probing what was happening and his relationship to lt. He says

'I felt a great need to protest, it seemed that the world was quite unaware of what
was happening in South Africa.... I took it upon myself to tell the world' .127 In

this statement, Goldblatt seems to equivocate between his intentions of probing, -

in a sense implying the exposing of certain sil.uations. and of observing, without

subjective coloration.

12~entridge, Channel 4 Production.

125Anne WIlkes Tucker. 'Photographic facts and 30. America', in David Featheratone, (ed) Qbsqryatipna, pAl.

126Ca.ndidate'll inwview with David Goldblatt, April 1990.

127Kcntridge, Channc14 Production.



He asserts that he cannot go along with the doctrine of documootary photography

because the experience of taking the photograph is of paramount importance to

him, and the print is secondary to the meaning and circumstances which gave rise

to it. He says there is a gap between the initial experience of taking the

photograph and the product itself.l28 gfJIdblatt here seems to contradict himself

since his photography is the product of that experience and th~~:t!l~ by which he
/, "~

makes his statement. After all. it is the photograph which he offers\for public

consumption; he supposedly edits and d~4~which phO'l1Ographsto put out.

Taking :BOte of David GolUblatt~~~intentions and the respanse to the work as

outlined, it is clear t1:tat laiB photographs are in a sense 'doctiments'. However, in
(\~..{ .~"

addition to the a:tlfaoglciUcont. itSelf (the($~?\e. Object or interior), it must be

acknowled,ged that Goldblatt'. treaun_ of the image, such as the inclusion of

objects, the ra:n.ge of subjects be W!es, and the position he takeil up in

photographing the scene are of primary importance to the meaning of the image.

David Goldblatt's photo,raphi bear testimony to tba social nltllieu of South African

life. His intentioo. to reveal aspects of co1llU1Oapla.e@l~ fl.~ed by both the

environments and the subjects he photo.graphs. The etWironoottlll;ts are not
"

spectacular or axtraordinary, in filet they are often :m.umiane;~r example, .MkI:
-:

U100ling at ilbus atop in tQWU. [figure 16], It is thi$ aspect of Goldblatt's

photography which sets him apart from younger South African docum&ntary
,,-

photographers, whose images are immediate, and who see their task as mora

explicitly political. Goldblatt states that the concerns of contemporary

photographers lie in the belief that their photographs have immediate beneficial
effects, or the potential for baving those effects. He ratifies this statement by

adding that there have been moments in history when such photographs have been

enormously important, an example being the Hector Petersen photograph. 129

128Candidatc'S interview with ~vid Goldblatt, 1990.

129Candithttc•s inwrview with David Goldblatt, Aprlll990.
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13°Dt.vid Goldblatt. In BoQburg. (Cape Town: The Gallery Press, 1982), Illustration No.5.
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His c,0111Mentthat he is, 'concerned with the quiet moments in between events,
n '

rather than the events themselves', 131 is defined in his seemingly straightforward,

and contemplative approach to photography. His subjects are 'ordinary' people,

often photographed in passive, rather than active poses; i.e., lying on a bed, or

sitting in an armchair in. their homes. gazing blankly into space, for example,
n.

Margaret Myinianf\ at hom on a Sunday afternoon. ZQla. Suwetp. 1970. [fipure

17]. Their values and culture are communicated by the clothes they wear as well

as the objects they furnish their 'h,)U8es with. These objects are, I believe, used

consciously by Goldblatt as inducers of m.)Sociationsand ideas. A statue of
\ .

Michelangelo's David in Chairmap of the Boblnu:g Town C\,un"il' s Management

Committl;· ;~.o!,JncutPr Chri& Smith and MrJ Smith. 9¢ bo~. [figure 18],
/., .:':". I .» \ '(,." t,:

comniunic« >M 1'r 4h about the subject's taste and values lUIthe straw mat and

brillo can hi riM PWant wpman's gil lomp, C9ffee ;eay. Tra~, (1975) [figure

19]. These objects are frequently positioned. at the edges of the frame, rarely l'
//

included in their entirety, but are easily recognisable indexes ~1 cultural Values,//

for example, piano, chandelier, fence.end table. The viewer's attentij?n is ~Jet,y

directed to the edges of the photograph"; emphasising the camera's #Aracteristic

framing of a scene.

Despite the range of environmam/l that Goldblatt is concerned with, he rarely

produces images of black and white South Africans together. In~) few images in

which he does, it is the social and cultural differences between th6l;n which are

most striking, for example, Meeting 91 the worker-manager LhJ.isQJl CQmmittee Q.f
\

~Colgate Palmolive COP:W!lIlY.The ~(, 19worn by the subjects in this
I I

photograph emphaslse employer/employee relations, implying the social; culrral
c, -o I.,")

and economic disparity between them. An 3Xception is Half-time d~ ~
amateur league soccer mlltcll at J?ri,nce Ge,orge PM.k., in which evidence of
interaction on the sports field is witnessed, albeit divided by teams, By separating

images of blacks and whites, Goldblatt fmplles the physical separations of this

society.

131Linda Lassman. "Transcripts from a Conversation with David Goldblatt", ~, Vol 32, 1985, p.38.
Linda Lawnan was te:nporarily Departmental photographer in the Department of History of Art and Fine Arta at UNISA.
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18. David Goldblait'~?rjrmjlln of the BQb!:vrg ToWn Coun;ij's.t. '.
Manamueot CQ!!m1j tJ:ee. CQuncillor Chris Smith and Mrs Sm~
~.I33 \\ 'I

1320avid Goldblatt and Nadin~Gozy~er. Lifetimes; UnderAparthej~~,{London: Jonathan Cape, 19J~, pAS.

133Goldblatt, In Bob-burg, Illustration No 19.
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19. David. Goldblatt. Th~ Pwaut WQtrum's Oil Laum, Coffee Bay,
Transkei. 1975.'34

29. Bob Gosani. 'The Americans.13S

1MGoldbb.tt and Gordirner, Lifetimes; UndO[ ACl1l1hsUsi. p.27.

II
.' 135J~rg_enSchadeber~. (eel) IhQ Finest fhgt91 frgm the Old Drum. (Johannesbur~(: A Bailey's AfriolUl Photo

Archives prod' ,etlon, 1987), p. 79~>._ \
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The photographs printed in,ln~t>..llll are most representative of Goldblatt's

dispassionate and austere approach. This is emphasised by the lighting in these \ i

photographs. taking during autumn and winter, when the highveld light is at its

most harsh. These images are cool and intellectual; rather than emotional. There

is no aesthetic ising of the images, thereby creating dreary images of the interiors

of Boksburg and the people 'who inhabit them. In contrast to the photographs of

BoksblUg, softer more ambient lighting is used in photographs such as A Peasant

woman at bome. i~JffH. BllYl Transvaal, (1975) These images lack the harshness
d

and auatedty of the Boksburg photograph!. It is in Lifl;timea: Under Apartheiq

that the greatest range of Goldlbatt'» photographs is found. These images

represent some of the most diverse aspects of South African society. Ways of

living are contrasted and made poignant through their juxtaposition, r&thet than

4esthetic means. It is through the minutiae of detail in his images. the textures of

roads and mountains, walls and cloth, that the fabric and values of South African

societies are depicted.

Photographs by Bob Gosanl contrast strongly to those of David Goldblatt. His

style of photography is emotional and raw. quite unlike the detached quality of

David Goldblatt's images. The context or environmeat in which he photographs is

rarely deemed significant, rather t is the subjects who dominate the picture. An

exception is The Americana. [figure~O], where the township scene coatextuallzes

the imag~. However, Gosanf's approach to photography Isin part 8.ttributabl\, to

the editorial policies of J:U:wn. Therefore, the aims and intentions, content and

style of the magazine. and the historical framework in which it operated, are of
consideration in examining his approach to photography and the pictorial

construction utilised by him.

')\
\\

Bob Gosani was born on 19 October 1934 in F~reirastown. He matriculated at

G"'~rdonPrescott High School. He was introduced to Dnl.m by his uncle Henry
Ii

Nxumalo, who was a journalist for it, and began working for the magazine in

1952.
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InltiaW) named The Africm Prum. it was co-founded by Bob Crisp, a. well-known

cricketer, whose concept of it was paternalistic and 'tribal'. The content was

educative, including articles.about soil erosion, African art and 'Music for the

Tribes'. Jim P!tiley, the sole proprietor of Drum sacked Crisp. and altered the

magazine dramatically; using larger pictures, shorter, but better written c09Y, and

dispensed with educational articles entirely. .His aim was to produce a modem,

city-ortented, investigative magazine which he named 'Jlnun'. The main features

typically concerned crime, music and township flews. Advertisements promoted

vorrespoadence colleges, mall-order clothlpg, toothpaste, Nugget polish in a

cartoon strip format, and skin lightening cream. Bailey also organised meetwgs ill "

various townships to ,liscuss whpt people wished to read. Realising that he was

talld.ng to the respectable middle class, whom be assumed would be unlikely to be

typical of the broad mass of bis public, he then arranged meetings with the

burglars of Orlando to establish their tastes in these matters. Thus he established

his reruimlhip.

The in.mllti011l\ and objectives of Dl:wll were social expose, but the magazine did

not adopt a revolutioaary voice, rather it appealed to authority in the name of

civilised values and better race relations. It must be noted that Malan's Nationalist

Party had come to power in 1948, and the subsequent years were characterised-by

one repressive law after another; described by Brian Bunting!" as South Africa's

Nuremberg law Between 1948 and 1960 the government legislated against

mixed marriages, interracial social mixing in cinemas, restaurants and beaches.

The Population Reg~trt:ltion Act established a racial register. subjecting many to

'reclassifications'. The Group Areas Act ensured that different race groups lived

in separate residential areas. The Natives R~ettlement Act of 1954 began the

process of forcible removals of 57 000 Africans from Sophiatown, Martindale,

Newclare and Pageview, to Meadowlands arid Dlepkloof, some 1;0 kilometres

from the city centre. Sophiatown was then designated a whites only area and

13tsarian Bunting. The RiReprthe South Aftigm~, (Hannondsworth: Penguin, 1964), pp.158.93, in
Michael Chapman. (ed) The h?rnm DC!Cllde.Storlet from the I9§Q§, (Pietennaritzburg: University of Natal Press, 1989),
p.184.

if
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renamed Triomf.!" This was of especial pertinence/to.lJI.lJm since Sophlatown

was the yardstick of urban African source material and commercial enterprise.
Graeme Addison observes, 'the location of Sophiatown fum..'1:ioned as an equivalent

to Greenwich Village or the cafes of Montmatre in other literary upsurges'v'"

Despite ~ intentions of exposing and commenting on socio-political

conditions at that time, its success is attributable to the fact that it did not report

about.these issues exclusively. Boxing matches, gangland crimes, shebeen life and

the production of several 'opinion pieces' also characterised the content of Pmm.
'it was a popular interpreter of trends and events, part of the pattern of township
life, attending as much to boxing as to the Defiance Campaign' .130 It also did

not offer one point of view to its audience, but catered to a variety. Its

independence is apparent in the series of articles 'Masterpieces in Bronze' which

d:eatt with biograpbies of prominent figures associated with the ANC, as well as. )\

those who opposed it.

The writers on I4:wn were concemed with what was happening to their people,

their values, their culture. Drum stories addressed human need and aspiration, a

cOunter measure to a battery of inhuman laws. Michael Chapman states, 'But

ll!:wu was part of the socialislng process of the fifties: it helped to record and

create the voices, images and values of a black urban culture at the precise

moment that Minister of Native Affairs, Verwoerd, was setting out to render

untenable any permasent African presence in the so-called 'white' cities' .140
',I ;

Graeme Addison observes, 'Drumwas neither a political paper nor a newspaper of

record, but was an entertainment-expose-pleture periodical crammed with fiction

and muckraking, busty broads an~ huckster advertlsing, superficially rather like

~ magazine today. The curious thing about.I2nlm • the problem. one could

137Chapman, (ed) pp.184-85.

1580rneme Addison. 'DI'"'.JmBeat: An examination of Drum'. ~, Vol l , July ~August' \978, p.8.

139AA ..,_ 6
UWIIlO!l, p•.

140ChapntAll, p.lS7.
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say - was that it appeared to function as a political instrument in spite of its

tawdry. irresponsible air; that its commercial guise somew~,at belied its

importance as an articulator of the black experience and black aspirations'. 141

Articles were wrltteu in short story form, often giving first hand personal accounts

of tile socfo-pl)1itical situations of the time - for example, Mr Drum iQes to Jail
MarcD 1954 [figure 21] was a ltory by Hooey Nxumalo, who deliberately got

h~f ~ on a trivial pais offence in order to do an expose of prison

condftiona. His personaJ testimony focused on issues of Ill-treatment of African

prisoners at The Fort. Accompanying the article were photographs, taken secretly

from,tbe f{]'Of of '1Idj&£~entblock of fl~(tS~by Bob Gosanl. Arthur Maimane, one

of th$ firit bl~~~i$ti to work for/Drum, comments that pi~J:Ureswere
. {(tf:c

necessary b~ the word of the black man didn't mean anyt1},i~>atthat time.

II\, r,

I'w ~t fa1ht'o5lit and I.Jm were 11800by the contributors to Jm!m as

referents, the ~ine aOOpted a similar $~le; reportiug and photography
" .~~

reflected the oontompamty scene. ~ was publisboo monthly and had a

readership of approximatruy 80 000 by 1954, by 1955 it had expanded into the

biggest non·white ~e in Africa. The firu~,accordinj to Aggrey Klaaste,

(editor of the Sowetan), were the Renaissance of black writing. It was a time

when black nw.rspapers were beginning to.make an impact. Michael Chapman

observes, ' ... the stories of.J:hlml extend beyond their own communicative

immediacy to release an extra-textual dimension of significance' .142

The distinguishing feature about DnIm stories is their style. Druxn's popularity

rose through the recording of major political events as well as township life. Its

success is 1n part attributable to this, Its racy journalistic style and the rawness

and immediacy of its images were also contributing factors. The photographs

141AddiBon, pp.S-6.

142Chapman. p.184.



21. Bob Gosan.!. Mr Drum goes to Jail. 1954.143.

143Jurgen Sohadeberg. Tj;I.o Pjftjqa Pc5ut4 I}f South Afris. (.lobanne.sburg: HcinCl1llantl, 1987), p.92.
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published in the magazine are not sentimental but rather reveal the fabric of life at

that time - glamour girls, children playing, penny whistles, crime and death.

Despite its !ntentions of social expose, ;Qaun. contributed to a feelitlg of unity for
', .

black people. 'The common denominator was the glorification of individual

mobility in relation to the class values of the 'New African'. And the New

African: as a concept and an inspiring example, was often viewed in terms of a

united black front. Langston Hughes's several contributions to Dtwn served, for

example~ S8 a reminder of the successful Negro American' .144 In vie~ of the

political situation at that time, the fifties are regarded with great nostal;' today;

this 1,8 probably due to the vibrancy of the time which Dmm managed rJ evoke._JJ
'For just as DIYm evoked Images of pin-ups, nice times and violence III love and

temper. 80 did Sophiatown .. :.l45

Aggrey Klaaste attributes this (J the fact that it was a special time, Fordsburg,

Alexandra Township and District Six in Cape Town were cosmopolitan; 'but for

government policy' he states, 'this is what it could have been like'. 146'It was the

best of times, the worst of times. ... Now that nostalgia has blurred the realities,

and a ne,\\, generation looles back on that golden age of the early fifties before laws

Jwt bannings clamped down on free expression, it is easy to forget the worst of
///I times, to be carded away by the exuberance and sheer optimism, to look at the

,1 escapes from misery. rather than the misery itself ,147

Since.Qr.um was a monthly magazine, the stories and reportage differ to those of a

daily newspaper. This is a critical issue with regard to the analysis of Gosani's

photographs. Arnold Gingrich's description of the role of the magazine

photographer, 'The exigencies of monthly magazine deadlines preclude reportage

144chapman, p.197.

145Chapman, p.20S.

146Candidate's interview with Aggrey Klaaste, Editor or~~lI, February 1991.

147Scl1adeberg, (ed) De Pineat Photgs from the 2M Drum. p.127.
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as such, wbether with a camera or with a typewriter. . .. So what's left to show

you, likE;what is left to tell you, must be largely interpretive by the time a

monthly magazine comes around. •.•The photograph plays a dual role as historian
and as commentator'. 148

Ii'
i"i ".,

It is believed that the \~vent--Orielltatedstory is the traditional territory of the

photojournalist. However, in the work of Bob QQsani, and many other magazine
u ~

photographers, for exam tIe W Eugene Sn#th and Diane Arbus, meaning goes

beyond mere reportage ~ reveals subjugation. For instance, Diane Arbus's

deocrip!l~ ofp_graph'~ Senator Eug .... McCartby on election night in 1%8

)feveals her intentioIl8 of CO~UniCating sam,.- ~1gother than the facade he was

initially wmin~ to show. 'McCarthy was fun and very complex and the picture is

vety good, haunted. He looks like a defrocked priest. I neitrly got the classic

bru&hoff of 4lJz minutes, with him contriving to present bis face to me without

being there at all. It was Panicking. But I resorted to mentioning my brother

,(poet Howard Nemerov) shanlel1flY and he knew his poetry sa then he really

began to talk to me and let me ~g around and watch and, listen while he
~ #'

telephoned his condolences ~ttumphrey, composed sample comic telegrams to
/I

Nixon, spoke to one of hiP(t~)1ghters, did a TV interview and rood me something
/7 \,1

and told me dirty storid about Lincoln' .149

Similarly FSA photographers made a clear distinction between their work and that

of photojournalists, indicating an alliance both with magazine photography and the

approach adopted by David Goldblatt. 'No, I think the best way to put it is that
newsplctures are the, noun and the verb, our kind of photography is the adj~ctive

and adverb ... The news picture is dramatic, all subject and action. Ours show

what's back of the action' .1SO -:;;

148Doon Arbull and Marvin Israel. (eds) DiAnc Albus' The Magapge Years, (New York: Aperture, 1972).
p.154. Arnold Gingrich WIllI Esquire's founder.

149Arbus and Israel, (eds), p.161.

H!OStryker and Wood, p.g.
II

"
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Certain similarities can therefore he acknowledged between FSA pbotograpbs and

those depicted in.IH.um. Althougb its independence from government sponsorship

indicates a major difference, both sought to express each nation at a time of

political and social crisis . .Ilr.Y1ll photographers ~nd Journalists did not seek to

elicit their aUdience';) sympathy, RS is acknowledged in part as the purpose of the

FSA, but rather emphasised the broad spectrum of issues about black people for

black readership. Each is located in the socio-political scenario of the time. The

'Drum Decade' has been a significant contributor to the documentary genre in

South Africa, however on a much smaller scale than the FSA in America .
.;.

Although the affect that it bad was fat· reaching, one of its major achievements,

which is not recorded as an objective by prum, is observed by A P Mda in these

words, 'the lntroductlon of pictorials and monthly journals in which Africans

feature prominently [has} revolutionised the entire field of journalism among

Africans ... [and has] struck deep into the social life of the African people in town

in particular ... These welcome changes [have] had an immediate impact on the

psychological make-up of our people, more especially the youth. The resultant

feeling among vast sections of our people [is] that of self-importance.i. This ...

fact has been of immense value, When people begin to realise their own intrinsic

importance as human beings, they are on the road to full nationhood. It is only a

little step to a consciousness of rights, and to an awareness of the anomalous

position under which vast sections of the people are denied elementary democratic

rights. No doubt the monthly journals and pictorials have served in no small way

to destroy the sense of inferiority and futility which have eaten into the ve!;)' vitals
of our national life, generation after generation' . lSI

ill
\

Of South African photography, Goldblatt says that it has never fulfille« its

potential. 'We are the same age as the United States where photography has

blossomed, producing great photographers right from the beginning. It may be

that there is work here which remains to be discovered. or possibly that it hM

151Chapman, p.l99.
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been destroyed, but I've not S~~ much evidence of that. We just don't have the
record that the U S had even before it was a very heavily populated country'. 152

-,\

It may be argued that documentary photography in South Africa 18 a far more

recent phenomenon, the camera being used in this context was a weapon in the

ongoing siluggle against a racist regime. The portray:J of apartheid and resistance

aga 'nst if is depicted by photograpaers such as Omar Badsha, Paul Welnberg'"

and many others. David Goldblatt, although his work isdocated in this context. is

one of the few photographers who have defined an alternative terrain to these

mainstream concerns in photography in South Africa. The words of Steve Watson

articulate Goldblatt's concerns and vision: '11;s photographs, especially those

collected in Some Afrikaners Ph2toWWAAd(1975) and later in Iu Boksburg

(1982). give new definition, even paradoxical depth, to a word often used of South

African culture in general; 'shallow'. They reveal as nothing else before them

the very textures of experience in this country, and with 80 great a degree of

attention that it is these textures themselves - the Orlons, Pedons, Nylons and

Crimplenes of the great 1l'ass 'Of Soath African lives - become as representative as

any of the more obvious cultural icons. ... So steady is his gaze, that such

objects, such surfaces, are revealed not only in th~ poverty of their design, but an

entire culture starts dissolving, is reduced tQ a basic. primordial nakedness, to the

vacancy inherent in such things'.l54

Pictorial elements such as format, context, lighting, composition and camera angle

in selected photographs by David Goldblatt and Bob Gosani reveal the perceptions

and the differing pictorial construction of each photographer.1rThey are A girl and

her mOther at bome, [figure 22] by David Goldblatt from the publication II!
Bok®urg, and ,CuanQya was there, [figure 23] by Bob Gosani, from the

publication The fittest pho~jrom the old Drum.

152Jennif~t:;Orrell. 'David Goldblatt Less is More'. &2.6, First and Second quarters, 1990, p.9.

153Both photographers presently work within the parameters of the South African documentary genre as defined
here by Goldblatt,

154."'watson, pp.36-38.
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23. Bob Gosani. Casanova was there.1S6

155Goldblatt, In Bokabum, lliustration No. 20.

15t!Schadeberg, (ed) The Ernest Photo§ from the Old Drum, 1'.19.
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In the photograph, A iirl and h~other at home, the expanse of patterned carpet

and the drawn curtains. with an elaborate fringe across the top, seem to dominate

the photograph. A y~ung girl sits at a grand piano with her back to the viewer.

Her mother sits on a couch, with a dog on her lap. She is wearing white

stockings, her legs are tightly crossed, t!', i rhe angle of her head, away from the

camera, communicates a lack of movement, and an absence of interaction with the

things around her. The mood in this photograph is one of emptiness rather than

stillness: the subjects in the room appear to be inanimate.

Casanova WM there depicts four people at the Bantu Mens' Social Centre, at an

April Fools' Fancy Dress. They all have their arms around each others shoulders,

and their physical proximity communicates a feeling of closeness between the

subjects. Ii Their poses are relaxed. one man leans his-head on one of the woman's

shoulders, suggesting that there is a bond between them. The feeling is one of

two couples on a night out. The leg of the man on the right hand side of the

picture is raised, crossing over the laps of the others, which has the effect of

visually and physically uniting the four people.

FORMAT

The format of both of these photographs is square, revealing the use of a medium

format camera, somewhat more cumbersome than a 35mm camera. In view of the

spontaneity of Gosani's photograph, his dexterity with this format is implied,

while Goldblatt's photograph reveals a far slower. contemplative approac,

communicated by the stillness of the figures, indicating that he was not required to

take the photograph quickly. That is not to say that his ability with the camera is

any less expert than Gosanl's. In the former, elements like chair, couch and piano

are arranged on the periphery of the frame, and Gone of them are included in their

entirety. These objects project into the photograph at the edges of the frame and

contrast with the empty space in the foreground. In the latter the figures are

tightly cropped by the limits of the frame. They occupy the foreground space,

thereby becoming the subject of the p!lotograph. In Goldblatt's photograph, the

subjects and objects occupy the space in the middle distance, aOO it is furnishings,
\,
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such as catp~, curtains and piano whidl'dominate. In both the choice of tile

1<

square" rather than rectangular format, is used to direct the viewer's eye in a

particular way. !n the former, one's eye moves fromcthe central empty space of

the CfI:'I:'Pet to the edges of the frame. In the lattef, the vtewer's attention is not

directed towards the edges of the frame, but to.zhe subjects in the image. In both

images, the viewer's eye. moves from one object or ..subject to the next, never

focusing on one element in preference to anoth<$. Similarly, the square format

and formal eoustrucdon of each image does not allow the viewer's eye any repose.

In A girl and ha:. moth« at home the figures occupy the middle distance of the
-.'

photOgraph. The daughter has her back to the camera and the subjects do not

mteract with one another. or with the photographer. Their poses are stiff and ,

formal. The empty space in the centre of tbe image, and the subJects' inanin:~e

poses create a sease of stillness. Their position within the image, at either side of

the photograph, communicates a sense of their isolation. The drawn, traaslacent
\

curtains provide a barrier to the outside world, and the birdcage stands as a

metaphor for the environment in which mother and daughter exist, implying a

feeling of restriction. The objects in the room have certain meanin.gs and provide

inform~ion to the image. For instance, the decorative leaf patterned carpet and

the CU1~, the ornate pillar on which the bird's cage stands and the grand piano,

create an impression of thb tastes and values of the subjects. 'Special importance

must be accorded to what could be called the posing of the objects, where the

meaning comes from the objects photographed (either because these objects have,

if the photographer had the time, been artificially arranged in front of the camera

or because the person responsible for layout chooses a photograph of this or that

object), The interest lies in the fact that the obi'6Cts are accepted inducers of

associations of ideas. They are thus the elements of a veritable lexicon, stable to a

degree which allows them to be readily constituted into syntax. Objects no longer

perhaps possess a power, but they certainly possess meanings' .1,57

157Barthes• Barthes; Selcgted Writings, pp.201-2.
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In Casanova Wastbm, the subjects' poses are relaxed and casual, they interact

with one another. They are aware of the presence of the photographer, smiling at

him, and therefore the viewer, a characteristic seen in much of his work, for

example, Ballroom Cq;w.m, {figure 24J. In contrast to Goldblatt's photograph, no

objects m-e included, ~Uldit is the figures which form the subject of the image.

The women wear beads around their necks and their dresses are made of African

print material, G'';;Jgesti-i\~'i~their tl\:jg to African culture. The womens' faces are
\;""

painted with a single liih.hiown 1;hec1mtre, and dots on their foreheads and cheeks.('. .
The men wear jackets an~ collared shirts. Thhlt~1tt;ir,esuggest that they have

~dresSed up' for the occasl~n. The lines of bias bfudin!{ on the womens' dresses

suggest a parallel for tbetf~entation on their faces, ~ create the impression
'.' \\

of 'fancy dress'. They all smile and bOl;hwomen make eye contact with the' .
il

photographer and, ther~ore;· the viewerl) they have not been taken off guard nor
~ . ":1 '\

do they seem self-consL~,i~ in the pres~bce of the camera.

\'. (j
'Ii I'

In Goldblatt's photograph. the choice of environment is speclfic. It is their home, u
\1

with all their acccmtrements; and the objects in it are intended to convey certain

meanings about the inhabitants. The interior of Gosani's photograph is unspecific.

The wall behind the subjects is bare with the exception of an uneven painted mark.

made with a broad brush, which reveals the textured curves of the plastering and

is a tacit reference to the environment.

TEXTURES

In the phct. )~~;'4phby Gosani, the texture of the wall, its rough hewn quality.

contrasts with the smoothness of the subject's skin, which seems to reflect light.

Gosani, unlike Goldblatt, uses texture to heighten the contrast between the subjects

and their environment. He draws attention to the texture of the fabric they wear,

rather than the environment in which they are photographed. The photognlpb. by

Goldblatt represents a wide range of textures; the carpet, the curtains, the
\

upholstered material on the chairs, the grand plano, the woolly poodle on the
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24. Bob GosanH Ballropm Chwnp.l;C8
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chair, the stockinged legs of the mother and her powdery skin all seem to absorb

light rather than reflectt; He states of the 'Boksburg project' that be wanted to

convey the 'remarkableaess of this most unremarkable place. In order to be

faithful to its unremarkableness I felt there should be no photographic enrichment

through the use of dramatic lighting) wide angle or long focus lenses or tonal

exaggeration of the image' 1~9

LIGHTINQ

David Goldblatt alrr.ost always uses available light when photographing, stating

that it is the preferred light source for him. In',A a"irl auQ her moth=- at hQme. the
-

traaslucent curtains prevent any direct sunlight from entering the room apart from

a narrow beam of sunlight Which crosses the floor diagonally. The 1rawn curtains

have the effect of dispf.\fsing the light evenly in the room. Gossni, on the other

hand, has to use whatever m6AJl8of lighting are demanded by the situation, in this

instance he uses a flash to illuminate his SUbjects. With this light source he

creates the feeling that the photograph v :; taken at night. The subjects' faces are

illuminat~,i by the flash, and the wall, and lower parts of the subjects' bodies are

in semi-darkness, which further directs the viewer's attentien towards the subjects'

faces, as tbe centre of interest.

CQWOSmON

Goldblatt'S composition creates a feeling of space: the large empty space in the

centre gives an impression of the size of the interior. The horizontal band of the

curtains in the background and the arrangement of the Objects and furniture at the

edges of the frame of the image create a. feeling of order. Gosani's figures Jean

against one another in a haph~d and disorderly manner, suggesting the

spontaneity of the taking of the photograph. Gosani's photograph reveals a

fleeting moment, captured indelibly on film, whereas Goldblatt's photograph by

Hl90zynald, 'Joyce Ozynslcl intet;views David Goldblatt', p.lO.



contrast creates the impr~"sion that this girl and her mother habitually occupy

those positions in the room.

The position Goldblatt occupies, while taking this pbotogrsph 80S1llS to be 0'116 to

the lEtt of the frame, slightly higher than a sitting position. Since the nubjocts do

not it:lJI:eract with the photographer, the viewer is not invited. to participate in the

image. It is as if Goldblatt bas cut a window into the room, and we obier)1e. af,

vOyetll'S into the lives of the hlhabitants. The camera angle is, I believe,

deliberately _iguous, I:')ot intended to 'occupy' a space in the room. In Gosani'8

photograph, the caruera', position is fromal, and slightly higher than the subjects.

The maaner in which the 8~jeets fill the .thUne &:fthe image sugge3tJ hls

proximity to tM subjects and thereby impli:ea his interaction with th61l1;indicating

a more candid approach to photography.

The influence of the FSA and especially Evans on Goldblatt and the comparable. \

role which ~ fulfilled for Gosaai, provided a structure within which these

photographers .worked. Combined with the parallel conditions of soclo-polltical

deprivation and hardship, tile intentions .ap.d effect elected by their photograpaa

reveal dramatic differences of approach. The perceptiops of each are.revealed by
\

the personal inflection expressed in their images. Gosanl's inug(i)S rely on tension

and drama in the subject mattE)r '.md construction of his images. l2r.Y.mt the

magazine for which he worked, its aims and intentions, create additional

motivations, indicating.a further dimension of significance to his work. His

approach, eltbough at variance with GolJblatt's more contemplative approach.

S&rV6Il to direct attention to the diversity of what constitutes documentary

photography.
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CllAPTER 4

TIlE CANDIDATE'S WORK

The candidate places herself in the documentary genre as it is revealed by

photographers such as Walker Evans, Robert Frank, David Goldblatt and Bob

Oosani. In this chil-pter the candidate's approach to photography is examined with

specific reference to the selection of subject matter, composition, pictorial

coastructlon, lighting and the position of the camera. These concepts form part of

the theoretical underpinning of the dissertation. Since the theoretical and practical

components of the research took place concurrently, influences to the candidate's

work are in part ascribed to the theoretical research undertaken in the preceding

chapters. Where applicable, these int1uen~ are dlscuseed. It ig argued that the

approach adopted i8 contingent both on the candidate's attitude to and perception

of the subject matter selected; the contention bamg that photographers render to

varying degrees their perception ur a subject so as to give expression to that

perception. The pictorial arrangement of the photograph: the maaaer in which it
/i

is constructed is dependent on this~ It is the result of C', :dous choices in the

arrangements and selection of the subject.

The subject matter was chosen fur its pertinence as being revealing of a particular

group of South African society. Attention is focused on a particular socio

economic group within this society. namely black domestic workers in their living

spaces. The home signifies a place of refuge and s~urity t and is often a

reflection of the personality of the occupier. Forced removals, overcrowding in

townships and accommodation which is contingent on employment, have eroded

the sanctuary and security of this fundamental private space. The range of what

the home environment comprises was therefore a pertinent ;ssue in the selection of

subject matter, Domestic workers We're selected as a particular group

representative of the preceding notions. Although not homeless, their tenuous

position within this social structure leaves thsm only marginally better off.
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Due to the transience of this groups habitation, it was subsequently decided to

enlarge the subject matter to include rural environments, whose existence wim of a
more permanent nature. This permitted the candidate to photograph these subjects

over a period of months, creating continuity in the photographic procedure. A

further motivation for this was to indicate a broader dimension of the subject

matter selected. The depiction of both types of environments, urban and rural,

were thereby intended to complement one another, highlighting similarities and

differences of the living spaces encountered. In consequence, changes in the

approach adopted by the candidate have become apparent.

A primary concern during the initial stages of the practical component was for

clarity and detail in the photographic image. Subjects were evenly illuminated, the

texture of skin, walls and objects within the living spaces were photographed in

order to heighten maximum detall in the image. The framing of subjects and

interiors at this time was intended to communicate a sense of stability and an

orthogonal framing of the prints is apparent. Subjects jended to be inactive, their

attention is directed towards the camera. Concentratidn on symmetry and the
inclusion of subjects and objevis in their entirety characterises these photographs.

Jilting the camera, and photographing subjects against the light which rendered

them as silhouettes in the photographic image characterises the succeeding

approach. The latter approach also facilitated a more deliberate method in

framing and shaping images. Spatial considerations became more prominent, and

juxtapositions of figures assumed greater significance in the construM;)>nof..
images. Extremely high and low camera angles were utilized differenty to those

of the preceding images. In the earlier photographs this was applied to include

elements particular to the subject, ie, clothes, pictures and furnishings. In the

later photographs such camera angles point to the exclusion of objects and the

cleaving of figures. The clarity and balance evident in the earlier work was

forfeitedfor a more expressive approach, thereby affording personal perceptions

of the candldate to take precedence. The application of these issues in the

practical component ')f this submission is analyzed, and certain perceptions of

these methods of pictorial coastructlon discussed.
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The choice and treatment of subject matter is intensely personal. In 1951 Berenice
Abbott presented a paper at a conference af'the Aspen Institute, Colorado. She

concluded by saying: 'Photography cannot ignore the great challenge to reveal

and celebrate reality'. 160 Thus, the content of the photograph is read by the

audience as having a particular significance, The photographer, however, selects

the subject matter and that choice is dictated by the motives of the photographer.

The choice of subject matter, therefore, is the first of a series of pictorial and

procedural decisions, dictated by the expressive intentions of the photographer.
Choice of subject matter defines the terrain and is identifiable to the expressive

technique employed. 'In order to reconcile these two issues, the photographer

relies on occasional coincidences between the shapes and images'.'?'

The FSA defined Evans' subject matter, but it is his austere approach, 'the non-

appearance of an author' that defines the style he adopted. Ihe individual

photographers' approach to his subject is inseparable from the manner in which a

scene is depicted. ThF,;subject matter in David Goldblatt's publication m
l3Qgburg, expresses his wish to explore something of his own background in the

life and values of middle-class white, urban society. He states: 'Randfontein, (the

town ln which he grew up) was still too painfully close to photograph with the

intimacy and dispassion I sought'. 162

Diane Arbus chose to photograph subjects who existed on the periphery of society.

She attributes this to being born into an upper middle class, and the subjects she

focused on were strange to the world she had encountered as a child. 'I was born

way up the ladder of middle class respectability and I've been clambering down as

fast as I could ever since\\I63 Goldblatt's and Arbus's choice of subject matter is
\'
)\

150Tagg, p.1S3.

161S~egfried Kt..cauer, 'Photography'. in Alan Trachtenberg, (ed) Classic EsSAYS on PhotQgmhy, (New Haven,
Connecticut: Leete's Island Books, 1980). p.262.

1~Da'lid Goldblatt. In §Qka!?urg. (Cape Town: The Gallery Preas. 1982), unpaginated.

163patricia Bosworth. Diane Arbl.ll, A Biography, (LoI11.:1n: William Heinemann, 1984), p.167.
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motivated by different reasons. Goldblatt sought out a certain cothmunity, •

Boksburg - which he identified with since it displayed some of the qualities which

he had experienced as a child living in R8f;1dfomein, 'If, in one sense it was not

too materi~which community I Photogp;Pbed, then in another, it Jag to be

Boksburg's' .164DianeArbus, on the other hand, explored environments and

people whose existence and way of life were alien to her.

Despite these! differences, certain similarities exist in their approaches. Both

photograph in an apparently non-expressive, pictorially unmanipulated manner.

Intervention in the taking of the picture is deliberately minimised. Both reject the
r ,," ',f dramatic photographic techniques which they believe can be construed as an
! ,_,

at..:sdtetici&ingor romanticising of the, subject, such as, tilting of the camera, strong

lighting, wide an~~eor lottg focus lenses and tonal exaggeration of the hnage.

Goldblatt felt that these techniques would detract from his vision of Boksburg-

which is undramatic and unreUeved.l6S It was Albus's intention to make the

subject dominate the picture in as unmitigated a manner as possible. This was

l?cl1ievooby photographing the subject in a predominantly frontal and symmetrical

manner. Her photographs are taken from an eye-level vantage point, leaving the

viewer with the perception of scale which is neither exaggerated or diminutive.

The subject stares directly at the camera.

Bow photographers insist on an implicit absence of lnterveanon, and an apparent

passivity in their approaches. Their images are, however, locatable within the

practice of a particular form of photographic construction. Their respective styles

of photography are identifiable, and cannot be divorced from the techniques they

adopt. Nonetheless, their similar approaches to the photographic procedure and

the subsequent expressive results, reveal quite different attitudes towards their

subjects. Goldblatt does not attempt to engage his subjects in the picture making

164001dblAtt, 111 Dgksburg, unpagina.ted.

1650zynalcl, 'Joyce Ozynski interviews David Goldblatt', p.lO.



process. 'I wanted the subject to go on with lif~' .166 Yet be clearly interrupts

that, life in order to photograph. The printing of the pictures is deliberately evenly

toned, absent of the drama invoked by high tonal contrast, and is suggestive of the

facetessneea of the interiors he depicts. Through his seemingly passive view is an

implicit criticism of the community. Arbus's approach has the effect of a

confrontation between the subject and the photographer and therefore, by

implication the viewer. Personal styles of photography evince a preference fur

one type of arrangement or another" as revealed in this comparison, and the work

of Walker Evaris, Robert Frank and Bob GOSat'lidiscussed in the preceding

chapters. It is by waj' of these decisions that they give expression to their

personal perception.

Goldblatt's photographs in In Boksburg can, therefore. be said to depend on his

understanding and perceptions of that community. However, the nature of these

photographs is such that Goldblatt will have us believe that this is what they (the

subjects) habitually do, and it is questionable how far his depiction or those

aspects ,s influenced by his understanding of the situati?n and the presentation of

his intentions. He may, in fact be caricaturing the subjects, rather than revealing

the range of that communities' betlviour. His selection Of the subjects

photographed may be criticised for its implicit one sidedness. The selection of the

particular, in order to reveal something of the subject matter on a broader level, is

a major contributor to the photographer's intended statement. How far do the

subjects conform to the photographer's perception, rather than allowing the

situation to determine that perception? 'If we see perception as a form of contact

and cocununion, then control over what is perceived is control over contact that is

made, and the limitation and regulation of what is shown is a limitation and

regulation of contact' .147

1660:t,ynsk", 'Joyce ozynski interv:CWlIDavid Goldblatt', p.l0. lit

167Erving Oofiman. ~!2Bmti9n of ScM in EveJ:YdaY Lit'i, (England: Penguin Books, 1976), pAl.
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While many photographers, working within the doc~ genre, have

deliberately adopted a dispassionate view in order to make their statement, like

Walker Evans and David Goldblatt. others express their intentions differently. It
is in the realm of a more instinctive, perhaps idiosyncratic, personal vision that

photographers likeRobert Frank, Bob Gosani and more recently, Josef Koudelka,

have enlarged the expressive possibilities of the medium. ~e photographers
c'< I

employ certain techniques and lighting conditions in a distiri< :mtd often expressive
manner. Berger contends that, 'what distinguishes a memorable photograph from

the most banal snapshot' is 'the degree to which the photograph explains the

message, the ~egree to which the photograph makes the photographer's decision
transparent and comprehensible' .168 Therefore the framing, choice of lens,
composition and camera angle are issues which the photographer recognises and

uses in order to channel meaning.

The examination of environments/interiors and ways of life of black South

Africans, in urban and rural areas, taken in the he uses in which they live, was

therefore the subject matter chosen for the practical component of this dissertation.

Because of government legislation, access into the townships bas been restricted

for most white South Africans. The areas were unfamiliar to the photographer, -

something she had not encountered before.

First, the scale of proportion was reversed: in the city, and in my
suburban street, the buildings rose above, the gardens made a space
around the people - we' lived as city people do, in the sheltt;r of the city, in
a context that, while overshadowing, also provides the dignity of
concealment: figures in the street pass out of sight under trees and
shadows, living passes out oj sight behind walls and fences. By contrast,
an African township looked like something that had been razed almost to
the ground. The 11111SS of houses and shacks were so low and crowded
together that the people seemed to be swanning over them. as if they had
Just invaded a deserted settlement. Every time I went to a township I was
aware of this sudden drop in the horizon of bulldings and rise of humans -
noth!ng concealed. nothing sheltered. in any but the most obvious sense,
any moment of the people's lives. A blinding light of reality never Ie}!
them. And they lived, all the time. in all the layers of society at once:
pimps. gangsters, errand boys, washerwomen, schoolteachers, boxers,

168John Berger, 'Undemanding a Photograph', in Trachtenberg, (ed) CUi<: Eagvs 01] PllQtggraphy, p.292.
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musicians and undertakers, labourers, and patent medicine men - these
were neighbours, and shared a tap, a l>,ard,ever. a lavatory.i"

I'

The candidate found that the townships are less like an arrangement of houses,

than a gigantic row of rooms. The proximity of houses afford little privacy. The

exterior spaces between the houses operate as a place to congregate. In these

environments, it appears that there rarely exists a conventional family in a western

sense. These homes appear to be inhabited by brothers. sisters. lovers and often a

number of children. A quick and decisive operation with the camera was required

in photographing the profusion of both people and possessions in these interiors.

Photographs taken initially of these kinds of environments, were too overcrowded

and unshaped for inclusion. However, a later example is Dancipg,

Klipriviersberg, (1991). [figure 25].

The candidate chose to include 'rooms' occupied by domestic servant in the

suburbs of Johannesburg. for their pertinence to that which const~(l1l:esthe 'home'.

In the latter Interiors, the constraints of space were such that the photographer's

point of view was determined more by the arrangement of furniture than by

purposeful selection.P' Each 'house' in the urban areas, comprised of only one

room, where eating, sleeping and entertaining takes place. Rural environments

were included subsequently ~s a response to the urban environments, and were

intended to provide a broader dimension to the practical component. The rural

interiors are larger than their urban counterparts, and therefore afforded a more

deliberate selection of camera angle and placement. The photographers' point of

view, deemed critical in the construction of the image, was, therefore

accommodated more extensively in the latter environments.

169Nadine Gordimer. A World ofSwm~!!!, (London: Sonathan Cape, 1976), p.122.

170National building regulations for the minimum habitable room size are; 6m2 floor area, 2 x 3m wall to wall,
and 2,4m wall to ceiling. These measurements are comparable to those of a double compartment of a tram. The minimum
area for windows, inclusive of frames is 109&of the floor area. §Quth African Standard. Code of Practice for the
application of the National Building Regulations, (The Council of the South African Bureau of St.-moaNS, 0400-19&7, (as
amended 1988 and 1989), pp.51 and 100.
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, ... my object is to show what I have found and not what I was looking for' .171

The pictures taken 8l,'! products of the candidate's perceptions and experiences.

MbTlY of the preliminary photographs formed useful background material from

which to select areas for extended study. An overview reveals that in the later

images, lighting conditions have altered, strong contrast of light is more prevalent,

and the composition of the photographs are different. During the course of the

research the candidate became more conscious of the edges of the picture which

o were subsequently used to cleave subjects and objects rather th~ include them in

their entirety. Photographs arrest the passage of time, and this kind of rendition

can be said to emphasise this quality. Thair spatial and temporal dimensions are

wrested from the passage of time. and the picture's subsequent presentation within

a picture-frame further implies its removal into another spatial setting, placing it in

a new context or frame. Fragmentary qualities of the photograph are therefore

emphasised by the cropping and framing of the image, indicating their existence as

fragments extracted from a multiplicity of perspectives. Those portions which are

represented in the picture are reminiscent of shards. Textures of floors, walls and

dothing are selected in a way that emphasises tile nature of photographs as

fragments.

The selection which tabs place is contingent on the framin~-!!!scthe interplay of
_;;;-.·c."c_'/

presence and absence in the image. Subsequent to the selective processes that took

place during the photographing procedure, another selection occurs, - the selection

of images from the contact sheet. This selection is mediated by the result affected

by. the appearance of the image. Lighting, sp~tial arrangement and nuances of

expression on the subjects' faces contribute directly to the impression of the

image, and dictate the decision making process in the selection of the most

appropriate image.

171Alfred Barr. ~,(New York: Museum of JI.:ooem Art, 1946), in Herbert Read. The Philosophy of
Modern Art, (London: Faber and Faber, 1964), p.39.
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It became, not so much the recording of a certa.in sit:l.latiO'nin a Calculated and

dispassionate way. as occurs in the work of Walker Evans and David Goldblatt,

but rather the response the camera elicited from the subjocts and how that
appeared. In so doing, certain traits were revealed, With some subjects, the

camera was associated with a performance, often resulting in a 'self-dramsrisation"

by the subject. for example, At~Q SithQie. Randfontein (1991). [figure 26]. In

these instances the subject in t6e presence of others, or in the situation where the

subject is confronted by the photogr;:pher, the individual may lnfuse his activity

with signs whiclJ.dramatically highlight and portray confirmatory facts that might

otherwise not appear. 'For if the individual's activity is to become significant to

others, he mt.Utt mobiliie his activity so that it will express during the interac1iQQ
what he wishes to-(CS1vey'.172This 'act' often reveals the contradictions and

ambivalence of the situation.

In photographs of this type there is a kind of spontaneity attached to the event.

What is fixed onto the fum might be said to occur randomly, without any

directorial intention from the photographer. The arrangement of the subjects are

transitory alia momentary. But another aspect of this process is the

photographer's ability to previsualise, or even anticipate, how a ~~in

composition might appear in the final photograph, Through the photographer's

awareness of figures outside of the frame, the pressing of the shutter might be

delayed, to allow a figure to intrude partially or completely into the picture. In

IQipriyiersPeri, (1991) [figure 27] the figure of the child on the right was initially

obscured by the central figures in the image. By delaying the pressing of the

shutter, it was hoped that the child might continue walking, as she was doing, and

reappear in another position within the frame. Her inclusion in the photograph

was considered important to the composition of that image. Her seeming

disregard for the camera contrasted with the central figure's intera~on w:lth the

ohotographeE Her pensive posture provided another dimension to the photograph,

172Coffman, p.40.
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and her position on th~ rlgbt of the imago balancod with the two ~Ilo~' the left
II II:

who concentrate on, or respond to something outside of the frame /'
I!

The subconscious Interventions of the photographer BI'e ratlQnalised I)nly after the

collaborative Jnteraction between the subject and the photographer b.~ve taken

place. Gestural interchanges by the subject becomea visual!)8Ubstitl~te for speech,

for ;!.·~,~•.mple, KliPriyieml>n (1991) [flaure 27], - the W\1tnan's rigY1th~~~ISed

in a gesture pf waving, implying either a greeting or farewell. H~I.I1'facial~· .

exprmsI'on is ~erious. sceptiCBl. even ho8tlle~ suggesting an ambir/:uity betwe .•her.,
gesture and f.,cia! dXpreulon. This kind of examination of the ft®U'es, the youn~
boy ger;ticuiatlJ1¥ at the camera, are analyzed in order for the pJlotographer to

extract the significance inherent in the image, and so !nterpretrthat which had been

perceived.

People are depicted in differing roles and situations. Unlike Goldblatt and Evans,
whose depiction suggests what their subjects babitually do, the photographs which

make 'tP this dissertation rue not intended to express such a purpose. Their

awareness of the camera precludes such a possibility. While they might sit in a

space which !a personal to thom, their expressions ead gestures are intended to

imply also an ilnage of themselves that they would like to have recorded, since

they are 80 conscious of the camera. . ... 'everyone is always everywhere, 1l10re
,: i__ /

or less conscto~~ly, playing a role ...• '73tJ'hese concerns i.nI~icate certain
- f

differences between the approach adopted by the candida.~i an1, that of Gosanl,
J' \1.

Frank, and Gddblatt. Unlike Oosanl, she reznainB. an oU1;1Siderto the

circumstances depicted; in dlstlnctlou to Frank and Goldblatt, the subjects ate

engaged in the photographic act. For example. Bekkma~ (1990) [figure 28].

A subject's expression might move from scepticism and hostility to surprise,

amusement and sometlm6~ to a.Jramatic show in front of the camera. The

intention was to capture what they themselvee wished to reveal. Subjects were
never asked to adopt a certain pose, or to sit or stand in a particular position.

--------,--
173Robort Bua Parle, Raw AJ1d ~::utture. (Glencoe, Illinoia: The Free Press, 15150), p.249. in Goffnian, p.30.



28. DDkkmdal. 1990.
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29. Eurm WOfW and bis Wife. 1990.
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Resistance to any preconceptions as to what the photograph should look like were

thereby mtnlmlsed. The movements of subjects, their gestures, and the

mW'lentary releasing of the shutter, transfers what is viewed momenta,' in a

multiple play of shifting perspectives, and light, Th\S process is also the result of

an intuitive response to the situation. The photographer employs strategies for

seeing, aimed at what is vital tQ a perception of the subJ~t, whether or not it was

based on a conscious realisation at the moment the photograph was taken. The

photographer cannot predict events, or direct actions, although experience can

allow a perception of probabilities. A"hotograph is particular in the way that it is

, moment in time, a specific place, including certain people. In addition,

however, dexterity with the camera and an instinctive response to the reactions of

the subject. ru:;e most useful attributes. British photographer Denis Doran affirms,
"'You have to react quickly because it's the unexpected moment that yields the

most telling pictur ' .174

The decision making practice surrounding issues such as selection of elements,

compositlon, lighting, tonal range and pictorial quality as evidenced in the grain

structure, movement of subjects. texture and size of the image. are significant

elements in the depiction of the subject They are directed in order to represent
the subject in accordance with the photographers' attitudes and perceptions of the

subject, Camera position, framing and selection of elements, form prot of this

process of image construction and in this respect are significant to the depiction of

the scene. •Actually the photographer endows his picture with structure and

meaning to the extent to which he makes deliberate choices. His pictures record

nature and at the same time reflect his attempt to assimilate and decipher it' ,175

In Farm WQtker and hia wife [figure 29], Klipriviersberg, 199(4 ~ man and his

wife are depicted in their living room in which a table, corner cabinet and two

religious pictures are included. The living room is regarded by the candidate as

174nenis Doran. 'Denis Doran'. etitjsh Joumalof PholOw':'.hy. Vol 138, 21 November 1991, p.13.

175Siesfried Kraeauer, 'Photography'. in Trachtenberg, (ed) ~, .. EUAYJon PhoW2DU,?jlx.p.265.
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an area in which the $UbjeciS identify themselves. It isan area in which guests are

entertained and is decorated according to this function. The furniture has a

utilitarian function and objects and pictures are selected and displayed in a manner
that reflects something of the subject's taste and values. For example, the corner

cabinet witb;<plates arranged vertically behind glass draws attention to the subject's

decoration of their environment. The empty table, and the rudimentary

furnisbings implies the subject's spartan existence, thus the lack of objects is also

significant. These ~bjecta are not necessarily inherently meaningful, but are

invested with meaning both by the individuals concerned, and hy the interpretive

process of the photographer. This has an effect on how the object will be

IJm'ccived. Possesslons may be bought, received as gifts or they may be found

objects. While their meaning may be elusive, their presence is consider.dd
significant in the manner in which they are arr~ged within the lnterior. ' ... the

very physicality of the object which makes it appear so immediate. sensual and

wimilable belies its actual nature ... material culture is one of the most resistant

forms of cultural expression in terms of our attempts to comprehend it' .176

The s~bjects are positioned in the comer of the room; the converging walls and

the diagonal created by the table in front of them serve to direct the viewer's

attentiGn towards them, The ssymmetrlcal e<:mposition implies &1 uneasiness 8U1d

tension which coincides with the figure's facial expressions. The eye-level

positioning of the camera maintains the natural scale of the subjects without any

attempt at dramatisation by making the- subject appear either mOl~dmental or

diminutive. It also sustains a delib~:(ately frontal observation of the figures. Tney
do not interact: with one another, but rather stare directly at the camera, and
therefore by implication, the viewer, The light source is soft and diffused,

illuminating them in a manner which reveals the texture of skin and clothing, and

allows objects in the room to be depicted with a certain clarity. The process of

photography indicates a, kmd of ~,.actitud~, a scrutiny which these people are not

normally subjected to, often revealing the self-conscious uneasiness of the subject

~ the presence of the camera. The pose and facial expressions register this. In
,:'1

17"Miller. Materia! Culture '.illS! MDiI !;gnaumptioll. (Oxford: Basil Bu...:kwell, 1987). p.3.
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so doing, a conflict is implied: that oi wanting a photograph of themselves taken,

and what transpires when the photograph is taken. Through their self-

95
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consciousness, and the stillness of their poses, a sombre mood is evoked.

Since photographs appear to be 'truthful' depictions of the real world, the pictorial

construction of the image may appear secondary to the subject matter. 'This is
"\

John Berger's contention.!" He states that painting is an art of arrangement:

and that it is reasonable to demand that there is some kind of order in what is

arranged, which he claims is not the case In pltotography. •A panter has a

million ways of putting one colour next to another; he can hide beC'ud the
richness of tte painting process. But not the photographer' .17t '\'

However ~the contrary argument seema equally .q:split;a~)le: the composition of the:

photograph, the manner in which elements are frame<! by the camera, the position

of objects within the format, indeed how the. edges frame objects in the picture

plane, is a primary tool of the photographic procedure. In documentary

photography, choice, not only in the subject matter but in the arrangement of the

subject matter, is not primarily achieved by directing the subject, but is

determined by the photographer's position in the making of the picture. The point

of view of the photographer and the framing of the picture are intimately linked to

the composition of it. By framing, tilting and the selection of the aperture of the

camera, compositional issues are addressed. Intervention in the documentary

genre is reduced to a minimum; but at the same time the photographer is forced

to reflect on the scene before him. How the photographer constructs the image

reveals the selection which took place. A low camera angle may cause a figure to

look monumental within an environment. Conversely, the high positioning of the

camera can cause a subject to appear small. 'The problem of producing a likeness

is that of working out !lhit one has to put down in two d~'nbions that will
1\

produce a sense of equivalence to what one bas observed irtthe scene ... This

177Bcrger. 'Understanding a Photograph', in Trachtenberg, (ed) Classic Essays on Photography, p.291.

178Bosworth, p.150.
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problem cannot be resolved without resorting to invention' .179 In Braamfontem

1282 [figure 30] a low camera angle was utilised in order to depict the tin bath

strung from the ceilini. and jackets banging from a nail en the wall. Emphasising

the cramped l,~ing conditions, and clutter of possessions, which are a consequence

of the size of the room.

Photography has a special relationship with reality - the environment, people and

places. It relir on those aspects which are before the camera, rather than those

imagined or irl memory. It is this which is photography's point of departure. The

tilting of the camera can ~e awkward and mannered, but may be utilized in certain

instances to communicate a sense of disorder within the image. For example,

Bekkonl'lol (1990). In so doing, horizontals and verticals in the image are

'rearranged" the floor may slope, the doorways take on a distorted quality, In

some of the photographs taken fur this submission, such tilting of the camera was
intended to heighten the perception of instability and dilapidation in certain

interiors which were encoursered, Materials, such as corrugated iron, and

wooden poles, used by the occupants in the construction of their houses, often

seemed to be precarious in their construction. Roofs and Walls would vibrate in a

strong win~ Thus, by tilting the camera a quality of instability, perceived to be

significan~!M the houses, was conveyed. This technique pel~t(~tted a more .

expressive way of communicating the photographer's attitude\o these

environments. It also allowed for more extensive inclusion of objects, and wall

decorations within the interiors. which a horizontal placement of the camera would

have excluded. In this way certain objects particular to the subject could be

included, for example, .skiwt~, 1991. [fi~re31]'.

TI.e selection of the lens aperture is another signifying factor in the construction of

the imag.;. It can be used to direct the viewer's attention towards certain areas
"

-------------
i .179R Taylor. Art. an Ene!.ay of tlh£~, (London: Harvester Press, 1978), p.SS, in C Harrison, (ed)

ModerniJm. Criticism. Rum. (London: Art and Language, 1984), p.149.
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30. l}raamtOntein. 1989.

31. S,k:pper Nkosi. 1991.
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and features of the photograph. In the photographs taken for this dissertation the

lighting conditions in the interiors were often extremely low. The aperture of the

camera was therefore correspondingly wide, resulting in shallow depth of field.
ThE' resultant effect is, one where only a small area of the photograph is sharply

focused, and a lack of detail exists in the remainder of the image. In instances

like this, the sharper areas are emphasised. while the remainder recede, assuming
secondary importlUlce within the image. Thus a certain hierarchy in the

construction of the f.maga is achieved. For example. Dancing, Klipdvi«sberg,

(1991). [figure 251.

Due to the iow lighting in these interiors, a slow shutter speed is unavoidable in

exposing the fUm adequately. Thus the time taken to expose the film is slow, and

any mov~ of tbe suhJect results in hlurring of that part of the photograph. ~..

Such movemant ia therefore not necessarily controlled by the photograph6r in the

making of the image. Occasionally a figures movenent is anticipated by the

photographer, and contrasts with flgures which remained still. 1£6 resultant

impression implies an action within the scene. The clarity of the figure is

forfeited, in favour of evoking activit!'::{ir heightened actuality. For example,

pancina., Klipriviersberg. [figure 25].

Framing of images is dictated by the structure perceived to be the most pertinent

.. to the situation. Certain elements or figures may be included partially rather than

in their entirety. In so doing, their existence is implied rather than explicitly

stated. Those shapes at the edges of the image are elements which can reveal

evidence of the selection which took place. The process of selection may be

determined by compositional dictates, and conversely, it may be governed by the

need to preserve direct references to the subject. One may question how

important an object itself is, as opposed to its shape and position within the

photograph. The manner in which they are contained by the frame is the result of

the photographer's construction of the image. For example, Painted door,

Klipriviersberg, (1991), [figure 32], the figure in the foreground appears large,
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partly due to his proximity to the camera since only a fragment of him is included.

Conversely. the figure in the background appears small, thus the illusion of space

between the figures is heightened. Their stances imply differing kinds of

behaviour elicited by the camera.

While a photograph might seem to represent the subject, the framing of the image

isolates it, decontextualizing it through the camera's characteriStic framing of an

Wtmt. It has, as Siegfried Kraceser observes, a predisposition for 'unstaged
reality' .180

Yet it uses the event to explain its recording. At every stage, chance effects,
purposeful interventions, choices and variations produce meaning in the picture.

'In pictures of this type the balance between empathy and spontaneity is rather

fragile. The photographer producing them does not subordinate his formative

impulses to his realistic intentions but seems eager to manifest both of them with
equal vigour. He is animated, perhaps without being aware of it, by two

confl.icting desires - the desire to externallse his inner images and the desire to

render outer shapes. However, in order to reconcile them, he relies on occasional
coincidences between those shapes and images'. 181

The lighting conditions utilised performs a significant expressive function in the

int,lM'pretationof the subject. By varying the lighting conditions. for example in

photographing at differing times of day> a particular mood may be conveyed in the

.,image. Harsh or soft lighting conditions will affect the result of the image, and

31'edeployed consciously by th~photographer in order to achieve a particular

result. Diane Arbus used a f1p~hin order to heighten the impression of an

uncompromising hm-s'\mes&in !he gaze directed at her subject matter. David

Goldblatt photograph~~ Boksburg during winter, recognising that the hlghveld
\i

light at that time of y~\rwas at its most harsh. Due to these lighting conditions,

18°Kracaue.r, in T.rachtenberg, (ed) ~\wioiluYUll,l fl1ob~, p.w.
i!

18'Kracauer, in Trachtenberg, (ed) ~~8ip Essays on PhotoinRb:l, p.262.
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the interiors are evenly illuminated and the resultant impression is one of

greyness; an effect utilised by Goldblatt to imply his perception of the subjects'

homes. for example, A iirl all(! her de( at horne {figure 221. The lighting in

many of Walker Evans's photographs is such that the surface and texture of

objects is emphasised.
:1

In the Initial photographs investigating the tclpic of this dissertation, the subjects
are illuminated by light from windows and doors. Their position in the interiors is

such that they face the source of ligh<t. Liv.b,tfrom windows and doorways,

particularly early in the morning, was utilised since it is then particularly soft,

illuminating the subject in a manner which models form and reveals the texture of

the subject's skin and clatl,ling. Therefore the position adopted was from

doorways, and in front of windows inside the interiors. The position of the

camera often determined the subject's pol~ition, facing the window, which allowed

the maximum available light to illun*lat~ facial features. This also allowed for a
.\

more even distribution of light in the ulterior. Textures of walls, furniture and

objects could therefore be revealed with a certain. clarity. However, the later

photographs adopt a contrary approach.

Due to the extreme constraints of space and lighting in the urban areas, selectivity

was restricted and figures appear to be enveloped by objects. For example,

Bf1IHmfuntein, [figure 30].

In the rural areas, the houses comprised a number of rooms, unlike the townships

and urban areas where subjects mostly occupied only one room. Therefore it

became possible to reveal the transition from one room-to another. The spaces

were also larger and lighter; spatial and lighting conditions altered as a result, and

a difference of approach was precipitated by this. The position adopted for
photographing was through doorways from inside the house. One of the reasons

fClrthis is tv indicate something of the interface between interior and exterior.

Thresholds of doors and apertures of windows are also linked to the framing of

:;;0 image. A doorway is a space tC4 move through, designating a transition from

one space to another. It forms a parallel to the rectangular or square framing
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which charaeterisee the photographic image. Doors and windows define and limit

observation in much the same way that the boundaries of the photograph operate

as a threshold for the gaze of the spectator.

By photographing subjects against the light, figures are silhouetted in the
photograph. Facial ferd:ures are diffused !)ad eveHl101t as a result of this. since

high com.nt$t flit the printing is unavoidable when pboo>graphing into the ligbl.

While a~~ tmd tholr fumJ:Ilure are indicated as map. withr.n the i.mqet the
enviro,~ and events which ,take place outaide tIl& hous6 are often moorporated.

In~ 1991. [figure 33]., a thin white line outlines the central figure

of a ~,. illuminating her shape and also communicating a gnphic quality in

the p~~. This appro~ is much like that created in Robert Fta*~$
pbmo~. Mmute det8Hs in tA'ttUreand facl81~siona are _otdinatEld to

shapes mtb.im the ~ R.01atioDiklps Gf figures:~and ~ to. ~lor are

heightMed. Tl:uts a eertaJn ambiguity takes precedence in the photogmphl~ image.

The WOl:lltm looks· out of the Optm door. and in so doi:a.t tui1.u; her back to the

camera. In a SW186. she turns her back on the photographer; implying an assertion

of her own sense of place within that environment.

The title of this photograph is intended to heighten this lack of interaction be~een
\\

the subject and the photographer. In part, the clarity and individuality of the

subjects and their houses which existed in the previous images is relinquished.

The silhouetted figures are observed as shapes, and in some instances imply a
certain mood in the photograph. They are intended to stanc fur tlW general rather

than the particular. Individual f4Cia! characteristics which would idet.tify the

subject are thereby subverted in order to convey a broader meaning. The shape of

a silhouette can imply a sombre mood, whereas a particular facial expression
which communicates sadness can cause the image to become sentimental.

By photographing into the light, the grain structure of the photograph is

heightened. This renders large prints inappropriate, since it detracts from the

II
\.1
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33. Midwinteq:'S, D~. 1991.
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pictorial, quality of the picture. lilbile this might be considered a disadvantage. the

presentation of smaller photographs precipitates a more intimate engagement of the
image by the spectator. Large images can tend to overwhelm the viewer, and

afford any number of people the opportunity to experience it simultaneously,

whereas a smaller work insists on a one on one interaction, pertaining to a more

intimate relationship, such as reading a book. A sense to privacy is communicated

in this interplay, intending to parallel the seclusion experienced in the home.

'. ".

The use of lighting employed in the latter part of the dissertation is intended as a
more expressive vehicle for communicating the intentions of the photographer.

Robert Frank's approach, discussed in chapter 2, is recognised as an influence in

this approach, Although his images are considered gloomy and despairing, his

style of photography is impassioned, ev~;!~antic. His use of strong lighting
,:;:/

conditions and characteristic pictorial construction of the image, in tilting the

camera, and eleaving the figure in the framing of his cqmposition are similar to

the candidate's work. While Robert Frank's photogIap~. communicate a
disenchantment of American culture and values, it';~ithe c~~dt.date's intention to

assert an aspect of South African culture. capturing ~~~tures which mirror aspects
\

r-. .c people's lives. The reactions of subject to the carner: ranged ftOITI aggression',

an unguard~i moment, and self-conscious displays in th~,resence of the camera.
~,

'1\

To conclude, the difference in photographic expression, or ~hat may be loosely

called 'style', results in different renderings of similar themes.i" To distinguish

a particular photographer's work requires careful scrutiny and evaluation. 1T~e
decisions the photographer makes, rest on certain chosen ordering principles)' As

fictions, as stories, photographs show us that versions of the past are indeed made

up. There is no fixed portrayal of represeutation, but rather an expression of the

pbotographer's perception. Explicit interpretation therefore Is determined

principally by the discourse that surrounds them. 'The final danger Alan

182 :~ .• _-'_ ••':'k iii r" th d• , assertion IS mace w"" spec c rc~tence to e ocumentarygenie.
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Trachtenberg I~lairns, 'is to sr.e any photograph as fixed and final, either in order,
meaning or tirje and place' ,11.

1

183Alan Trachtenberg, 'Documenting America, 1935·1943', in Cad Pleishauer and Beverly W Brannan. fmm
lllll&U2.StgO'. ReasI.ioIC tho Pile, (c.llifomia: University of Califomia Prese, 1988), p.70.
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CHAPTER 5
IMAGE/TEXT RELATIONSIDPS

The analysis of the role and intents HIS of documentary photographers in this

dissertation has 'focused primarily on the visual construction of images. It is

therefore appropriate to e~~~tli~ciitfes or captions which are combined with

such pbotographa. The b~that language, combined with visual imagery,

expresses its ~e more forcefully than vi.~uru.Jnagery alone, might be

considered the reason for such a practice. Therefore the choice of words and

images ar..J their subsequent combinations in particular contexts must display the'
author's deliberate and purposeful inti~ntfons. In so doing nuances of meaning in

the interpretntion ofthe image might tberefure be deemed apt. ::< (,'

The linguistic caption or title functiolls on varying levels, and the context in which

they are placed is a determining factol7 in this relationship. Titles occur in

monographs, magazines, newspapers and exhibition spaces. They may describe

that which the photograph depicts, fox example, A "iri and ber mother it
~.134 [figure 22], or they may refer to an event which gave rise to the

making of the photograph, for example. AMI' the BaiQ. (1940),185 [figure 34].

Much documentary photography is titled simply with the location of the image,
indicating where and when the photograph was taken. Images in newspapers or

magazines signify a cumulative record of social observation; their usage is
, '

intended to convey informational value, complying with documentary modes of

photography. in contrast. photographs exhibited in a gallery function in the same

manner as paintings and sculptures. Accompanylng text in this context often

selves to explicate or extend the viewer's interpretation of the represented image.

184pootosraph by David Goldblatt.

1S5phOtopp11 by Cecil Beaton.
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168.•.'webster, p.159.
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Thus another dimension may be added to the image by investing the photograph

with connot€Xlmeaning.

The combination of words and language in the art of the Twentieth Century
indicates multiple implications, ... 'the surety of the old conscriptive or narrative.

approach was challenged, as were so many other notions about the reality of

representation. 'U7 The inclUsion of words in both painting and photography has

become commonplace, dating from Dada and Surrealism, for example Andre

Breton, 'Poeme-objet' 1941, assemblage mounted on drawing board, and utilized
:,\

more recently in the work of Jenny Holzer and Barbara Kruger, highlighting the

contemporary obsession with the media. Indicating the belief that information is
more accessible through words, or that the combination of words and images may

convey multilayered messages more readily than visual imagery alone.

Given the differing structures of language and images it is necessary to examine

this relationship; after which certain perceptions about the role played by text in

the work of Walker EVaD1I, Robert Frank, David Goldblatt and Bob Gosani will be

analyzed.

The writings of. Roland Barthes and Alan Trachtenberg reflect conflicting positions

about the use of linguistic captions in photography. Roland Barthes states that the

original function of the image was to relnforce or illustrate the text; now, there

has been a reversal, the image no longer illustrates the word, 'it is now the words

which structurally are parasitic on the image' .18S The text identifies the elements

of the scene by means of a description of the image, - which coheres with the

documentary convention of titling. This, Barthes believes, anchors the image's

meaning directing the viewer towards a meaning, already determined in advance.
-,'~

He states. 't!:t,t) linguistic message no longer guides identificatloii but interpretation,

constituting a kind of vice whi~h holds the connoted meanings from proliferating,

187 Russell Bowman. 'Imaaea: A Persistent Paradox'. Art Journal. Vol 45, Wmter 1985, p.335.

18SSartbea, Barthel; StloWld WdJ:ina, p.204.
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whether towards expressively individual regions (it limits, that is to say, the

projective power of the image) or towards dysphoric values' .189

Alternatively, Alan Trachtenberg argues that the linguistic caption assists in

conferring specific meaning on the image, since the nature of photographs may

arouse varying interpretations. He states, ' ... unless an editor anchors the image in

an unambiguous caption, its meaning is too open and indeterminate to provide a

reliably secure point of view' .190 This ambiguity, however, might at tim~he
ii'

desirable, and serve the photographer's purposes. The anthropologist Barfield

takes an even more extreme view of the superiority of language over image in

conveying meaning. He states, 'the photograph conveys to the viewer a vivid

sense of direct experience. ...certain photographs have a dazzling ..T:sualricht~~S9,
',I
I,

that may surpass verbal description in its sensory impact, although phClwgra.':ry

cen never supplant the wrkten word in terms of explicating meaning' . .9l

What Barthes does not ack~owledge is the deliberate ambiguity of 1\ :;;J~bin~t:ion

of words and images, which generate multiple implications. Andres Serrano's

photographs are contentious because of their titles, as David Lee observes, 'If It

wasn't for the work's title 110 offence would be caused .,;'. 1112 It coulr; be argued

that Serrano's use of words serve to-increase the image's potential for meaning;

rather than anchoring the i~l8.ge. New associations, hitherto absent. provoke new

meanings through the combination of words and images. Barthes seems to imply

that photographs should remain uncaptioned, believing that the power of the

photographic image lies in ~lat which it depicts, despite its inability to convey

specific meaning. For example, Ansel Adams's photographs of landscapes.

frequently untitled, point to lrls pantheistic view of the WOrld, rather than a

189RollUld Barthes. 'Rhetoric of the ImageJ• Imago MllIiq Text, (Great Britain: Fontana. 1977), p.39.

190Trachtenbera. Reading; AmyOAAn Pho!,O~Wili§, p.2S1.

191 Barfield. 'Social and Cultural A;tt!tropcloiY: kesponses and Responaibility In the photographic Encounter',
in Melissa Banta and Curtis M Hinaley. Prom Site to ~i&bl!AnthroPOlogy, pboto!@jphy, a.ru;i thp P9w~ I)f Imagery,
(Cambridge, MlUIsaohUlletts: Peabody MUlicum Preas, 1986), p,llS.

192David Lee. '{:I,rincTeat'. BrilJlh JQu!ll&l~, Vol 138, 14 November 1991, p.16.
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specific place. Herein lies a paradox, the image Is precise in a W&ythat language
is not, and yet its meaning is vague, where language is capable of conveying

specific meaning. John Fowles's view about the difference between language and .

photographs would seem to endorse this, 'The effect is gained not just because th~1
writing is sequential, describing a series O'fevents. thoughts, reactions, but above I,

aU because it is so vague hi its general detail that no reader will envision the place

in the same w,ay... The passage ls imprecise in almost all the ways where a
photograph must be precise. '193

This disCU88ionby Barthes and Trachtenberg has tended to concentrate on text and

image as separate vehicles for communicating meaning. What is omitted by them

is the visual impact which words and images create when combined. Previously

an analogy between poetry and photography was made in Evans's reference to' the
lyrical in photography, 1114 it is therefore appropriate to enlarge on this here. The

stanzas in PO$try are shaped and structured visually as well as verbally, their form

and the actual choice of words are combined in order to enhance the written word.

This rmmgement may allow for further inflection of meaning to' be incorporated

into tIle image. Text and image may therefore he utilized visually, capitals and
((

the selectlon of typograpli'V are shaped and structured, in order that their

combination with the image might add to' the initial form given to the photograph.

The publication Land of the Pm by MacLeish and the FSA photor~)hers is
\\

about the dubiousness of the American\,?remn in the context of the Depression.

On the facing page of each image is a shO~1'poem relating to' the book's theme.

The accreditation of particular photogr>lphs occurs attlte end of the book. opposite
\ '.

a page 'I)f.text. While the effect and informational valu;\uf each page may differ,

their vlsuel form to each other is accorded a certain significance within the book.

In this way the photographs operate closely with the textual passages in the book,

rather than individually, or as personal distinctions O'f each photographers' style.

193PaY Godwin. ~,(Londo~-: Heinemann, 1985),p.xi.

194Cf• Chapter2, p(i9. above.
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Four documentary collaborations relevant to the discussion in this dissert11tion

were produced during the thirties, and were directly inspired by depression politics

and the FSA particularly. They were: Bourke White and Erskine Caldwell's Xm!
HaY§ S~ Their E3CM, 1931, MacLeish and The FSA pho~~raphers' Land oftb~c:.
~, 1938, Dorothea Lange and Paul Taylor's An American e~ 1939, and

James Agee and Walker Evens's Let Us Now Pra1§6 Famous Meg, 1941. The

images are motivated by reflecting aspects of the Depression era, but the

differences In the text/image relatiOO3hips reveal distinct differences of approach
and intention. The meaning of the images is affected by the vlJrying h,zationshiPs

between text and photograph" In Bourke White and Erskine Caldwell's

publication X!tu Huye Seen Their EacOl, the ime of fictional captions were utilized
In order to elicit the reader's pity. In contrast Dorothea Lange states that the

textual paiSages 1n Au American ExQdua are, 'quotstiOD8 from the subjects, rather

than what we might think might be their unspoken thoughts. '195 The implication

here is that there is a direct relationship between the images and the text, in which
the photographer Attempts to utUise both 1:41) verbal and visual depictions In order

...to render as intensive an interpretation as possible of the subject. However it may

be argued that these captions might have been edited and certain statements

selected in pr5ference to others, In order to coincide with her intentions.

The final point to ~\~miide &bout the title, as it exists in combination with images,
is the manner in whi':'h it acts as a voice overlaying the image. The visual image

is ostensibly a silent one; although certain terminology in the criticism and

asS!;ISSmMtof images refers to its metaphoric voice. Since words are audible, the

title may be seen to operate as a voice which augments the image. The selection

of particular words in the title of a photograph may be ordered, structured and

selected according to poetic models, or arranged to emphaslsl; their sonorous

resonance, thereby serving to amplify the images' potential for meaning. James
Agee's words in 1·;~1l& Now lIaise F!)IllOW Men are utilized In such a manner,
evoking his personal attitude towards the subjects. '~I

195 Dorothea Lan8CIand Paul Taylor. An..Af~ Exody,. p.8.

II
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In Let Us Now Praise Ft\jllQU8Meg, the text and pictures are intended to be
'coequal, mutually indeperuioot and fully collaborative. '196 The itnageltext

relationshiP~ differ from the other FSA collaborations in that the photographs are
"

uncaptioned, and therefore their significance within the book is purely visual,

oosuring their independence from the text.

C~at of Agee's descriptions like 'order the facade' (referring to the exterior of a
(1

Sharecropper's house) is given expression in Ev!lDS's photographs. In this way the

text and inutges could be said to complement one another. The expanded text,

which includes explanatioae of the floor plans of the houses, the rIothing of the

subjects, and objects within the houses, is,more heavily weighted in terms of

volume than the photographs. Only 62 photographs are printed in the book, while

471 Piles of text exist. Atetimes AgfJe desists from describing every detail in a

room. stating that those el~n}ents ma~ be seen in the photographs. For instance,
r:/

'In the vpposite sidtl of the kitchtm is a small bare table from which they eat; ana
iI

on the walls, what you may see in one of the photograpbs, '197

Occasionally the text and images tend to reinforce one another. A pl.atograph of

the Rickett's fireplacelll8 is described in minute detail by Agee, indicating a

coherence of perception. In addition a further parallel between text and images is

indicated her~;)bnages by Evans frequently include signs and words. Above the
Rickett's fireplace is a sign taken from a church, with the words, 'Pleas be quite,

everybody is welcome.' [sic]. Here the photographic image includes verbal

notations intended to be read by the viewer. Evans thereby refers to the text in

the book, drawing attention to it as a visual element, in much the same way that

Agee refers to the plctures, evoking image.'! through his prose. In a way the
c:

authors of the book switch roles, reinforcing their notion, that images and text Call' .

be interchangeable. A broader impression of the houses is created by Agee

195 ~
James Agee and Walker B~ans. Lot Us Now Prajlo [1!UIlQU4 Myth (London: Pan Books, 1988), p.xv,

197Agee and BvaJlI, p.l92.

19~Agee and Evan., p.197.
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through th~use of occasional analogies, ' ... the house is rudimentary as a child's

drawing' ,1119 and comment& about the odours in the houses, 'musk melon. wood

and sack cloth', he states, gives them the impression of tombs. :IlO

Neither display a chronological order in their work, but rather emphasise aspects
of the sharecroppers existence by pertinent juxtapositions, applicable to the
motives of the photographer and author. The order of the photographs is reflected

in the text. The arrangement of images reveals differing camera angles, and the

po&ition of the camera, from close ups to middle distance views, creates further

contrasts which are heightened by the sequence of images. Juxtapositions of

interiors and exteriors, single portraits, tightly cropped with group portraits, and

street scenes with facades of buildings are intended to have a cumulative effect,

creating an impression of the community. Inmuch the same way Age~'s prose
describes the general and the particular, The book is divided into three parts, In

(

the first?A~ee creates a general impression of the. way of life and people of

A'1abama .. the setting of the book. The subsequent pam are divided into sections,

designated by beadings such as: Money, Shelter, and The Gudger house, with

subbeadings such as: its general structure, furniture, facade, the front bedroom.

the mantel, the closet etc. In this way the structure of text and images is

sync.bronic rather than chronological, the arrangemeut of which implies the close
collaboration which took place in the making of the book.

The approach adopted in Lifetimes; Under Aparth~id, by Goldblatt and

Gordimer, resembles that of Let Us Now ftllse Famous M~G. Goldblatt and

Gordimer also state-that the text and images are intended to be co-equal. although

the correlation between words.and images, is more ambiguous. While Gordimer's

words echo .simllarltles in the images, they are extracts taken from her novels and

stories. an~ =ere therefore not Written with specific reference to the events and

199Agce and Evans, p.l44.

200Ageo and Evans, p.lES.
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situations which Goldblatt's images depict.?" Unlike Let Us Now Pr~

FamQYSMell, where Agee and Evans worked together with specific families,

Lifetimes is unspecific, implying a broader dimension of South African society.

They state. 'the image and word give back what is behind the face and ~lace. For
us, the images and words in this book move with what they depict, to an end that

was always present'.:m

Many of Goldblatt's photographs, printed in Lifetimes: Under APartheiq, occur in

his publications, ~~, Qu the Mines. The Transported of KwaNdebele and

SQQleAfrikan.ers Photograpbeq. The titles of each photograph are consistent with
.'the original publication, denoting the subject, place and date of the photograph. In

this way, the photographs parallel Gordimer's text, as Goldblatt too is extracting

or quoting from previous work.

The titles of photographs inA.ul«ican Photographs are listed at the end of each of

the two sections of the book; denoting the place and year they were taken. In

this way the images and text are kept separate, implying Evans' concern with the

sequence of images, rather than connotations which the titles might elicit. 'The

photographs are uncaptioned yet arranged to be looked at in order'. 203 Indeed,

the photographs' priority over text is also emphasised by the position of Lincoln

Kirstein's essay, which occurs at the end of the book. In this essay Kirstein

comments on the order of pictures, the sequence of which creates a discourse of

images rather than simply a compilation of individual photographs. ' ... of

necessity seen singly, are not conceived as isolated pictures made by the camera,

201Gordimer's prose in Lifetim~: Unger Ap!ulilQk!is from the following publicatiens: Burger's Daughter,
(Great Britain: Jonathan Cape Ltd, 1979). The CorisctYaUonjst. (Great Britain: Jonathan Cape Ltd, 1962), July'§
~. (Great Britain: Jonathan Cape Ltd. 1981), 1l'll<.."'* Bourg®iIJ World, (Great Britain: JonathlUl Cape 1966).
OCcasion for Loving, (Great Britain: Jonathan Cape 1961», Something Out There, ..(~~teatBritain: Jonathan Cape 1979),
and The Soft Voice of the Serpent. (Victor Gollancz 1953). Selections from 'Good Climate, Friendly Inhabitants', 'The
Last Kiss', 'The Life of the Imaginations', 'SomeUling for the Time Being', 'Which New Era Would That Be', and 'Ah,
Woo js Me' are from $elect!XI Storla, (Great Britain: Jonathan Cape, 1942).

202David Goldblatt and Nadine Oordimer. Lilbtj,mes: ynder Apythekl, (London: Jonathan Cape, 1986),
unpaginated,

203Unaigned review in Iims:, (thought to be by James Agee) in Alan Trachtenberg, Reru;lingAmeri!ll!.l1
Photographs, p.241.
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but exist as a collection of statements derived from his presentation of a consistent

attitude'.204He claims that Evans' photographs deserve the 'intention, logic,
continuity, ellmax sense and perfection of a reading of poetry or fine fiction. '
Indeed, the use of words incorporated in his images of sign boards and bill boards

make allusion to poetry. The caption 'Hurry, 'lP please, its time', is a reference to
\

T S Eli6t's The Waste Laml (1922), and 'S S Leviathan' echoes Melville's whale

hunt in Moby Qig. TIle words, in Evans' pictures, draw attention to their

linguistic at' visual role in his images. Their inclusion within the photograph also

designates a broader context in his photographs. The letters SA in IQrn MQvie

~, (1930) refer to the USA, the geographical context in which the photograph

was taken, thus relating to the theme of the book. A search for what was

distinctively American was indeed the keynote of the thirties.205 Evans'

recognition of this is implied both in his pictures, and in the title of the book,

posing the question what an American Photograph might be. 'Photographs made

in and of America, or expressive of America'? Alan Trachtenberg questions

whether they depict self evident facts, or whether their meanings have to be

pursued or imagined.2O&fhewords or portions of words operate as pictorial

devices within the picture, as well as referents to the 'real world'. Their use may

1\ be analogous to the words in Cubism, for instance, 'Journal' and '~ass' which

\\~efer to the newspaper aad.popular drinks of everyday life, similarly the photo-
\~tudio operates as a sign for popular photography.
\ I

The caption m.ay alter the significance of the image, and the viewer's perception

of it. As in publications like.L.im and.Qnlm, editorial attitudes may be
communicated by the captions. and the text may thereby influence the reader's

perception of the pictures. Indeed ~ editorial decisions, which gave rise to

the photo-essay, seem to imply a p'arallel between text and image.

2°4walker Evana, MencM Photographa, pp.192·3.

2°Swarren Susman. Culture y History; The Transformation 9f American Society in tho Twentieth Century,
(New York: 1984), p.1S7, in Trachtenberg, Reading American Photograpb§, p.247.

200,.ralJhtenberg, Reading Ameri£lm Photographs, p.240.
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Publications such as Life. l&Qk and &2mme made frequent use of the FSA
material, including Walker Evans' photographs. The manner in which these
photographs were subordinated to editorial decisions is pertinent to the manner in

which their meaning has altered over time. The photo-essay was Life M.ine's

way of bringin~ together a sequence of pictures and captions for the purpose of

telling a story. Pictures in Life were arranged in a series, much like a cartoon

strip, using words and images which focused on a current event or a topical issue.

This new relationship of images. therefore. takes precedence over the original

intentions of each photographer, alterhI& the significance of individual images.
'Life had become acquainted with the filet that when a picture story is being

composed, pictures though not a discursive medium, lend themselves to something

of the same manipulation as words'. 'JJJ7

Every edition of.LJm lists a 'photographic essay' in the contents, ranging from

issues such as Bowling, 208 to Trial by Jury.2® The latter, an article with

photographs by W Eugene Smith, depictaon account uf a trial. Some 40 pictures
are included. revealing the proceedings, exhibits used as evidence, members of the

jury engaged in a ,variety of activities at borne and the events determined by their
- "

decision. Below fft8.chphotograph is a caption naming each person and the even&

surrounding the proceedings. What is apparent in this sequence of photographs is

the chronology of events, ~mphasised by the cartoon strip arrangement of

photographs and text, creating a narrative which Li.'m presumably desired.

In AmeriCan Photographs Evans negates the methods and styles of journalism by

removing tltem entirely from the normal context of chronological or spatial order.

The book disrupts snv expectations that its pictures must be 'news'. His

sequences have nothing to do with chronology or place, the inclusion of a date

with each title and the juxtaposition of images made in different locations defies

207W1Ison Hicks. :Words and PiCt.UIes. (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1952), p.42.

208~, April 12, 1948.

20\llJ..~, May 17 1948.
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the expectations of popular journalism. The sequence of photographs at'the

beginning of the book draws attention to the lV' ..t1umof photography through the
IF" ( \ 'Ii

content, for example, Licence-Photo Studio, Nt.. York, (1934) [figure 6J, and
Penny Pi(.1Ure Pis»lay, Savannah, (1936), indicate the theme 'bf picture making.

The images are concerned explicitly with photography, n"id 8ubSequen~pnages

like, Sidewalk and Shop Front, New Orleans, (1933), [figure 7], and ~

13arber ShQp Interior, Atlanta, (1936). expand it.

Text in journalism is intended to be informative. Evans's rorm acq:;ympIishesa
/"-_

removal itom their immediate contexts.210 The dtsjointedness of l~ineand place
il '\:.\

prevents the reader from taking the pictures as a simple story ~b through the

images. The layering\of points ~f view as well as:;pbjects, lades, signs and all the

details that designate pl~ce and time chru!enges th~ reader to participate in f,)at
fabrleat:iLg process."!

In Robert Frank's, The Americans, tie captions of each photograph are placed on

the fncing page, and similai, '''U· y location. However, Jack Kerouac's
, \_ ;-::_- ~ - I

intrqduction is unlike Kirstein'~ in. that the intecp lion and reception 01 images

is left to the viewer. His text does not attempt to explain the photographs, and his

comments about them may be considered rather oblique. A parallel between the

pictures and text exists in this publication because of the way in which both ')

subvert conv~1~ional forms of ~hotography and language. Jack Kerouac's text is
deliberately misspelt, appropriating American slang, for example, "... doesnt like

these pitchers dont like potry', and, 'That little ole lonely elevator girl,.:m

Similarly, Frank's photographs appear to he quite accidental. almost artless,

emphasising the grain, and forfeiting the clarity characteristic of photographic

practice for blurred silhouettes. The effect of their ccmbination in ll).U~~
'.,

211Alan TnlChtcnberg, ReadingAmerican Photomphl. p.258.

212Prank, 1119 America.nB. p.9.
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indieates a compatibility between their vehicles of expression. Both emphasise an

idiosyncratic .·:!theethan conventional interpretation of America.

A prefer(:..'ncefur laconic titles indicating location pervades ill much documentary!

photography. The strongly doootative quality of photography might be the reason

for this predilection in titling. There is in,this kind of titling a sense of the
j'

photographer remaining faithful to the 'facts' which were before the camera at the

timethe plrotogtaph was taken. Since documentary photography is concerned with

documents observed from actual existence it would seam apt to utilize this kind of

text: and bas become a somewhat accepted convention for titling in documentary
photography •. In much of Goldblatt's work a preference for terse captions

pervades, particulMly in exhibitions slaee he believes that the spectator is less

incliI1ecl ro read text in that context. He rtates, ',But a~, I am biased, perhaps
,I

too 8trohgiy, in,fav<m'r of the view that the vlewel,',must work' .Z13

While the structures of language and photography are dissimilar. the effect of this

kind of caption forces the spectator to direct their attention towards the image; in a

sense implying that tl);e informational value lies ~lithin .~~ image itself rather than
d ,.

the title. As Far Gadwin states, 'I'm a documeutary photngrapher, my work is

about reality, but that shouldn't mean it can't be CfeatlW,)' •214

Despite the apparent irreconcilability between the structures of language and visual

imagery, their constant combinations have become an accepted convention.

However. what must be asserted, is that photography L~,primarily a visual

medium, relying principally on a way of sooing. Therefore th"" iIlUlf~ itself must
e

convey the intentiol18 oftiie'pltctographer, and have pri=acy over words, in order

to preclude its redundancy in suca collaborations.

213Candidate's interview with David Goldblatt, April 1990.

2140odwin, p.xii.
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In concluskm. documentary photography comprises a broad spectrum of
approach. which are not contained within very c}id\r boundaries. This research

hu Htempted to indicate some of those parameters which are conventional to the

approach CIS exemplified in the work of the photographers selected, and the two

~ns examined. The approaches adopted by the selected photographers

indkm.t& mot only how tIley adh«e to the documentary genre, but also the

divergent procedures which constitute it.

Allotb .. aspect th~ has become apparent, is the manner in which parallel
~aQhes in the construction of images elicit differing meanings. i.e., tfiec=o=
approMlrt adopttd by Walker Evans and David (ioldblatt resemble one another in a

~ of way~. However, the resultant impression their images effect is most

dlasiwllar •

._...l'.",

C I

By eDCamtnhg the pt'toed:eatBo of the FsAJID Dnun as catalysts of the
- .. '." ,_-

~t8it:Y ~G, tIil:e$'}ope of the jenre, in its application and its means of
il

ooc.press!lon,has become 8pptlTent. It iJ the expressive qualities of photography

which fulve Interested tIuI candidate and provoked further areas for extended study.

Initially the area of investigation focused on the living spaces of South African

dometttic workers; but this Proved too restrictive an area for researching the

subject fully. The transience of this group and the divergent constrants of space

and light reflected in the various environments required a more extensive

investigation in order to depict ttiat which was found most salient of the subject.
Consequently the subject matter rraearched was enlarged to Incorporate rural

dwellings. In this way it was intendad that the photographs might complement

one another, drawing parallels between urban and rural environments. The

interface betmen lnt6rlor amclext:orior became an important aspect in the

OOlilSt:J:'Uction of these phutograpbs, and is attributable to this decision.
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Through th~,~xamination of the selected photographer's work,\~ '!~uences
exerted on the candidate became apparent. The earlter photogtlWhs depict~ ~
verticals and horizontals parallel to the picture plane in order to fie-ie..htenthe

feeling of stillness wldch WDS encountered. An app'roacf~hich is linldM to that of

Evans and Goldblatt. In the later pictures the tilting Of;U:rf;J camera. and
~,/

photographing into the light, resembles the approach utilized by Robert Frank.

An awareness of the limits of the frame; the shaping of the image itself, the

inclusion of objects for their shape as well as indexes of meaning have,

subsequently, become more consciously employed.

Differences between the candidate's work and that of the photographers examined

are, however, observed in the construction of images, i.e., the ccmposition.

EIr..phuis on the fragmentary quality of the photograph; deliberate omissions or

the cleaving of objects and subjects, determined by the framing particular to

photosraPhic construction, ha~e been accorded incrUing consideration, defining

in part, an individual approach.

The interaction which the research facllitated, the variety of reactions elicited by

subjects, and the range of interiors encountered prohibited a predetermined modus

operandi; rather the photographic practice adopted, demanded a somewhat
\'

intuitive response. When looking at a photograph. what is perceived is not only

the object photographed, but the phot.<.'graphitself. It is unlike our perception of

things because it is contained in a frame. A fundamental point about photography

is that it engages a way of looking at sornath:"~ which is mN11t to be resolved in
some particular way, while there is uo special way things themselves are meant to
look. Part of the response in depictina certain obje<,:ts and subj~ may be to ( ....

\ '

exercise potentialities of the depicting procedure in such a way that the image of'

the subject may resolve in a multiplicity .of ways. The bellef that a particular way

of recording a subject might cohere with the photoifapher's intentions, j1~d

manifest each with equal vigour. is, mdition which I as become more conscious
,:.1

as a result of this research,
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